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Editor’s Letter

‘New Year, New You’ becomes my
favourite mantra this time of the year.
Januaries tend to do that, bringing
with them a kick-in-the-ribs for
transformation.
Most years, the ‘new me’ resolved
to adopt a ‘more’ life. You know,
saving more, travelling more, meeting
more friends... This time round,
though, I’m leaning towards a less is

more ideology. A minimalist lifestyle,
where you simplify your existence by
reducing possessions to the ones you
truly need. The idea is that things are
just...things, and the fewer you own,
the lighter you’ll feel.
As a hoarder of clothes, shoes, bags,
and sea shells from every beach
holiday I’ve ever taken, my decision
was surprising, even to myself. But I
knew it had to be done the day I wept
atop a mountain of clothes, because I
couldn’t find the one dress I needed
to wear that night. As I looked around
at the outfit-Tsunami that had
swallowed my bedroom floor, it was
clear: my life needed some serious
spring-cleaning. I had too many
things, and it was stressing me out.
The Japanese have been on to
minimalism for eons, of course, with
an increasing number of young men
and women moving towards simpler
living and detachment to extreme
consumerism. I imagine these
downsizers nodding their heads
wisely, in their spotless apartments,
while the rest of us cram our alreadystuffed cupboards with stuff we’ll
likely use just once.
But minimalism doesn’t just equal
tidier rooms. It also frees up space—
both mental and literal. When you’re
not worrying about what to buy and
what to wear (or in my case, finding

what to wear), you’re more relaxed,
more content, and have the time to
focus on things that really matter, like
experiences or loved ones.
While I might not go the whole hog
just yet (what will happen to my
jewellery babies?!), I have resolved to
buying fewer things and carefully
curating the ones I already own.
(Decluttering guru and author Marie
Kondo recommends the KonMari
Method, where you only keep the
items that “spark joy”.)
And so, last week, I forced myself to
get rid of 40 pairs of shoes. It wasn’t
easy in the moment (what if gladiators
had another moment in 2020?), but
now I can’t even remember what they
looked like.
And this morning, I located the
perfect pair of sneakers to go with my
outfit, in under 10 seconds. Which
made me very happy indeed.
Until next month,

Nandini Bhalla,
Editor
nandini.bhalla@intoday.com
Follow me on Instagram: nandinibhalla

5 LOGO-ED FINDS FOR THE NON MINIMALIST
Gigantic totes are my
favourite travel accessory.
And there’s nothing that this
Tommy Hilfiger bag,
`10,340 couldn’t fit.

I love the studded logo
detail on this gorgeous
Dolce & Gabbana
shoulder bag,
`2,06,045. And there
are so many things one
can pair this beauty with!
I’m in a wear-whitesneakers-with-everything
phase RN, and these Dior
high-top trainers, price on
request, team up perfectly
with dresses, jeans, and
more.
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These Louis Vuitton
sandals, `56,820, are
the reason black’s back
in fashion! And the block
heels make it the perfect
desk-to-dinner shoe.
FOR MORE GREAT STORIES, VISIT COSMO.IN

This Levi’s T-shirt, `899,
might look basic, but it’s
quite the street-style
favourite. Plus, it a great
pick if you want to pare
down a statement piece.
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#GIRLSINC
“I loved the December cover! It wasn’t just
nice to see two very strong women next to
each other, but reading the interview made
me feel like they genuinely like and respect
each other.”
—Arshita Nambiar

HOW TO FIND LOVE 101
“Mirroring May Be the Fastest Way to Find
Love was such a great story. I totally relate
to the concept: in order to find true love,
you need to make an effort. Also, it gave
me a chance to say ‘I told you so’ to a lot of
friends of mine. On a different note, 4 Ways
to Fight Hangover Face was just what I
needed to save face at work during the
party season!”
—Shivani Mehta

STYLE INSPO
“I really enjoyed going throughThe Outfit
Makers—you guys give us so much
information + inspo in snippety bits. And
The Art Of Fashion seemed like a really
COSMOPOLITAN JANUARY 2018
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cool shoot—the setting was beautiful (it
made me want to go there and take streetstyle pictures), and I got some great ideas
for the party season.”
—Aditi Kapoor

THE REAL TALK
“I’m a closet reality TV addict, but I’m totally
ready to own it after reading Why are We
Suckers For Reality Love Shows?—I loved
the positive take on this ‘addiction’. Also,
thanks for listing down those cool websites
in Rise of the Closet On Rent...it made it so
easy to pick a NYE outfit.” —Aarushi Tiwari

THE STRUGGLE IS REAL
“Sister Knives made me realise how
women struggle to make it to the top in
every field. It’s so sad, but I guess talking
about it will make things better, eventually.
And BTW, I tried everything you guys
suggested in Cosmo’s Super-Hot Sex
Games!, and needless to say, my boyfriend
was very happy.”
—Niharika Verma n
FOR MORE GREAT STORIES, VISIT COSMO.IN

Sheer dress,
Sunaina Khera
, `24,00
bombe
koovs.com, r jacket, Urban Bliss 0;
at
H&M, `2,999 `4,499; metallic
boots,
; choker,
Manish Arora,
price on reques
t
Plastic Ocean
by
Dock Art Tan Zi Xi at Sassoon
Project by
St+art India
Foundation;
Suppo
Paints and
Singapore rted by Asian
Tourism Board

Won It!
All five letters on this page have
won themselves a fabulous hamper
worth `4,000 from the delicious
bath and body label, Kronokare.
With yummy ingredients like
peppermint, geranium oil
grapefruit and sunflower, your
fresh-AF skin will be so happy!

Got something to say?
Write to
Cosmopolitan,
3rd Floor, India
Today Mediaplex,
FC-8, Sector
16-A, Film City,
Noida - 201301;
or e-mail:
cosmo@
intoday.com

Confessions
Cosmo readers share their most shocking
stories and steamiest secrets.
“I took my dad’s brand new car
out for a drive one night without
asking him. And then banged it up
pretty bad into a tree while
reversing. I panicked and snuck
up to my room. The next morning,
my dad was fuming and couldn’t
figure out how it happened. I didn’t
have the nerve to tell him it was
me. I eventually did tell him, a few
weeks later, and was grounded
for two months. ”

“I got all dressed up to meet a
guy I really liked. On my way to
see him, I was shat on by a
pigeon. I didn’t have time to go
home and change, so I spent
the first few minutes explaining
why I was covered in poo. It
was probably my most
awkward date ever.”
—NAINA B., 24

—SHAILY SRIVASTAVA., 26

“I was having drinks with a guy I
was dating at his apartment. I’d had
period panic so had worn a pad just
in case. Later, I went to the
bathroom, but there was no bin, so I
flushed it down the toilet. It blocked
the entire system and the guy spent
all night trying to fix it. Safe to say, I
was never invited back to his.”
—TANYA G., 25

“I wanted to learn to make
tiramisu, so after a lot of online
research, my friend and I headed
off to Foodhall. We split up trying
to find the different ingredients. A
while later (once she was done),
she found me wandering around
with an empty basket. She asked
me what the hold-up was, and I
said, ‘I can’t find the ‘diced butter’
anywhere!’ Dumbfounded, she
very sweetly explained to me
where I’d been going wrong.”
—NUPUR A., 18

GUYS CONFESS “I used to love Britney Spears during her early days, and I’d
Photoshop her into my pictures and try to claim that she was my girlfriend. The
big white lines around my cut-outs kind of gave it away though...” —SAHIL C., 28
“I cry during every single television show or film I watch: happy or sad, they all have the same
effect and I have no idea why. And I’m so embarrassed of it that I can never watch anything with
someone else.”
—HARSHEEN S., 22
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FOR MORE GREAT STORIES, VISIT COSMO.IN

“My ex-boyfriend and I got
into a fight and as revenge,
I put him on quickr.com
under the dog category. I
listed him for `2,000 and
had to bring it down to
`200 to sell him. Well, he
found out and it did not go
down too well, but at least
it made for a funny story.”
—AAKANKSHA S., 22

UPFRONT
BIG NEWS AND NEED-TO-KNOW INFO IN EASY BITES

Marchesa

By: PAIGE STABLES

HOW DO YOU
MAKE AN
UNDONE BUN
MORE FUN?
Put a bow on it! Just
twist your tail, give
it half a turn, and
pin it loosely in place
so the ends fly free.
Then wrap it all up
with a ribbon—the
bigger (and more
velvety), the better.

Make Your Hair Look
Like a Sexy Present!
This trusted kindergarden hair accessory is having more than just
a moment RN: it’s everywhere.
FOR MORE GREAT STORIES, VISIT COSMO.IN

JANUARY 2018 COSMOPOLITAN
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“The
Reason
I Won’t
Speak for a
Full Year”

Award-winning fashion and beauty
photographer, AJ Raina, has taken
a vow of silence for a reason that
will move you deeply.

—Celebrity
photographer
AJ Raina

T

he manager at a cafe I
regularly dine at asks me a
question, and I write him a
hand-written note in response. We’ve
chatted before, so he is surprised by
my voiceless answer. As are friends
and family. But last year, on my
birthday—November 6, 2017—I took
a vow of silence for 365 days.
Why? For the non-humans
amongst us. The silent sufferers.
Animals are abused every second—
on the streets, in cages, in
slaughterhouses, in breeding homes.
They are mistreated in ways that will
break your heart. If only you knew.
But we often choose to ignore their
suffering, pain and desperate cries for
help. And because they don’t have the
power—or voice—to be heard, these
horrors, of ghastly proportions,
continue to take place.
This is why I will not speak for a full
year. So people pay attention to the
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A photograph of
actor Randeep
Hooda clicked by
AJ Raina

cruelties that innocent animals are
subjected to.
I am doing this to promote
veganism as a compassionate,
peaceful way to live.
I am doing this to support our
ongoing struggle for animal
liberation, for every cage to be empty,
and for every soul to have the right to
live free. Yes, it can be challenging.
Every little interaction now is a
combination of dumb charades and
notes. And while I am aware that this
may impact my work as a fashion and
beauty photographer, I believe we
have to give up things valuable to us
and put others first to fulfill our true
purpose here on Earth.
Luckily, most people have been
supportive. To help explain my
mission and reason for silence, I carry
a set of cards with me. Recently, at a
coffee shop, while trying to order
vegan coffee, the baristas assumed
FOR MORE GREAT STORIES, VISIT COSMO.IN

I was hard of hearing and unable to
vocalise. Once they understood, after
reading one of the cards, they refused
to charge me for the coffee. These
little acts of kindness have taken place
at airports, restaurants, and more. On
shoots, it’s actually a lot of fun
directing models through sign
language (as you can imagine, much
laughter ensues). This has also
resulted in people converting to
veganism three times more than
when I used to speak.
I believe that all of us have beautiful
hearts, and that we need to include
those that are suffering in our circle of
compassion. We need to be selfless if
we want others to be selfless to us, we
need to be loving if we want a loving
world. Peace begins in our hearts and
on our plates. And I hope others will
join in me in choosing compassion.” n
To know more,
visit www.facebook.com/thesilentvegan.
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@AMBERTHEACTIVIST

2

8

9

@CASA_COLIBRI

7

2017

REVOLUTION AT YOUR FINGERTIPS:

The Rise of Instavism

Gone are the days when you knocked door-to-door, asking individuals to
sign a petition. Today, social media (particularly Instagram) is a powerful
platform for righting the world’s wrongs—not least because in a matter of
minutes, one post can mobilise thousands of supporters. By Busang Senne
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2014
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@BROOKERS4586

@FREETHENIPPLE

1

THE HIGHLIGHTS

2014

1. Inspired by the 2014 film Free The
Nipple, Scout Willis posted a topless
photo of herself. Her account was
suspended; so began the Instavism leg
of #FreeTheNipple.
2. The ALS #IceBucketChallenge blew
up, with celebs around the world posting
their ice-bucket videos and challenging
friends to do the same. The Indian
version called the Rice Bucket Challenge
(where one had to donate a bowl of rice
to needy people) did pretty well as well.

2015
3. Amber Amour live-posted after
her rape in Cape Town, using
#StopRapeEducate.
4. Katie Meyler used Instagram to spread
awareness of Ebola-stricken communities
in Liberia, helping to show the world what
was happening on the continent.

2016
5. After two black men were killed by
police in the US, social media erupted
with #BlackLivesMatter, and marches
were held around the country and
heavily documented on Instagram.
6. #StopRacismAtPretoriaGirlsHigh
was an activist hashtag across social
media, including Insta, in response
to the school’s dress code, which
discriminated against the natural hair
of black learners.

2017
7. The Women’s March became one
of the largest coordinated protests in
the US, catalysed by Donald Trump’s
election.
8. Yoga instructor @casa_colibri
posted this image, with the caption, ‘I
am a woman, therefore I bleed.’
9. Cosmo South Africa launched
#CosmoSelfLove Instagram campaign
to celebrate self-love during Women’s
Month, in collaboration with
@recipesforselflove.

A

picture is worth a thousand
words—but on Instagram,
images are also shaping how
we define activism and resistance.
At a glance, Instagram may seem
like it’s all shots of artisan
cappuccinos, but look closely and
you’ll see images embodying
powerful messages: a curvy woman
showing off her tummy rolls; yoga
instructor @casa_colibri in white
leggings, her period blood soaking
through visibly at her crotch;
illustrator @recipesforselflove
flooding her followers’ feeds with
messages such as ‘Don’t
compliment a woman’s weight loss’.
This is Instavism: the phenomenon
of people using Instagram as a
platform for activism.
Instagram offers one of the
world’s most powerful audiences.
According to Brandwatch, since
Facebook bought Insta in 2012, the
platform has grown to more than
600 million active users. More than
60 percent of those log on daily,
making Instagram the secondmost-engaged-with network after
Facebook. Those aged between
18-29 make up 59 percent of users.
It’s the social media space for
millennials. What makes it even
more powerful is that it’s
democratic—anyone can create an
account and attract a following. It
doesn’t matter who you are or
where you’re from: it’s a visualladen voice for all.
But does Instavism bring about
change IRL? Critics have coined
the term ‘slacktivism’: the act of
supporting a cause digitally without
actually giving much—if any—time
or effort to actioning real change.
Naysayers point to a risk that
social-media activism desensitises
tangible transformation by creating
the illusion of engaging with a
cause without doing so in a
meaningfully transformative way.
But while the dangers of
slacktivism are real, the knock-on
effect of Instavism to create
meaningful conversation and
FOR MORE GREAT STORIES, VISIT COSMO.IN

inspire others to take action is also
real. Take Amber Amour, the
activist behind #StopRapeEducate,
who documented her rape on
Instagram minutes after it had
happened in a Cape Town hostel in
2015. Her posts included an image
of her in hospital awaiting her rape
kit examination. It was raw and
gutsy; it garnered more than 2,000
Likes and made headlines. Her
experience resonated with fellow
rape survivors; others felt
empowered to talk about their own
sexual assault for the first time.
“Instagram has a way of uniting
strangers in a way that Facebook,

It doesn’t matter
who you are or
where you’re
from: Instagram is
a voice for all.
for example, does not,” said Amber
in a later interview. “It allows you to
reach a large audience, and to be
heard. I immediately knew that I
couldn’t keep what had happened a
secret. Here I was, telling survivors
every single day that they should
speak up...I knew I had to practise
what I preached. So the first thing I
did was take a picture and write a
post, describing what had
happened.”
Instavism’s power doesn’t stop
with Amber. Since its rise, Instavism
has reached major milestones,
including uniting protestors for one
of the biggest marches in
Washington DC: January’s
#WomensMarch. It’s created a
platform for the likes of Amber to
bravely share their experiences and
touch the lives of others. It’s helped
everyday people feel like they can
incite change, share encouragement
or call out injustice in a way they’ve
never been able to before. And it
provides hope for 2018: we, the
people, can claim some of our
n
power back.
JANUARY 2018 COSMOPOLITAN
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2. CUFFING
SEASON

1. BENCHING

When someone
keeps you on their
‘bench’ while they
play out their other
options.
What to Do
If you’re fine with a
casual relationship
and they’re also on
your ‘bench’, stick
with it. Just know
this: you have to
be okay with it
never becoming
a committed
relationship—no
matter how long
you’ve been each
other’s bench for.

If you only opt for
a relationship in
the colder months,
you’re into cuffing
season.
What to Do
Make your
intentions clear, so
you and short-term
bae have the same
expectations.
Which leads to...

3. UNCUFFING
SEASON

When someone
ditches their ‘cuff’
as soon as the
weather heats up.
What to Do
Forget about them.
If they’re dumb
enough not to want
to be involved with
your incredible self,
they’re not worth
another minute of
your time.

5. BREEZING

4.
GASLIGHTING

A form of
manipulation and
brainwashing, that
causes the victim
to doubt herself
and ultimately
lose her sense of
perception, identity
and self-worth. For
example, telling
persistent lies to
confuse you, and
then calling you
crazy so you begin
to doubt yourself.
What to Do
Trust your gut—
and know this: you
are not crazy. If
you feel as though
you’re being
manipulated or
misled, or if you
feel disrespected
or undervalued in
any way, get the
eff out of there.

20

When someone
is cool, calm and
genuine in a budding
relationship.
What to Do
If you’re happy
and they’re happy,
enjoy it!

6. BREAD
CRUMBING

When a guy gives
you just enough
attention to keep
the hope of a
relationship alive.
What to Do
If they never
introduce you to
their friends, only
reply to your texts
late at night (booty
call!) or refuse to
talk long-term or
anything related to
commitment, it’s
likely you’re being
breadcrumbed.
Shut it down.

7.
CUSHIONING 9. DTR
When someone
in a new
relationship has
a few ‘cushions’
(people they’re
totes flirting with)
just in case their
relationship fails.
(aka breakup).
What to Do
Not someone’s
first choice? You
can do better!

Aka ‘define the
relationship’. So
you know what the
f*ck is going on.
What to Do
If someone you’ve
been getting close
to hits you with
‘DTR’, don’t freak
out. Chances are
they want clarity—
and honesty is
almost always a
good thing.

8.
DEEPLIKING

Scrolling through
a crush’s social
media feed and
liking updates
or pictures from
waaay back.
What to Do
Whether
someone
intentionally Liked
your pic from
2015 or did so by
mistake (#awks),
there’s a good
chance they’re
into you. If you’re
keen on them,
follow them back.

10. CATCH AND
RELEASE

When someone puts
all their effort into
flirting and trying to
date you, until they
‘catch’ you. When
you finally agree to
go on a date, they
lose interest and
move on to their
next target.
What to Do
Cut ’em loose. Ain’t
nobody got time for
that sh*t.

Words That
Dating In
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17.
STASHING

12.
HAUNTING
11.
GHOSTING

When you’re
seeing
someone, and
they suddenly
disappear off
the face of the
planet: they
don’t answer
the phone, they
don’t reply to
messages...
nothing.
What to Do
Resist every urge
to reach out to
the person who’s
ghosted you.
As harsh as it
may sound, if
they wanted to
be in contact,
they would be.
Focus on the
people present
in your life—and
on meeting new
people who give
you the respect
you deserve.

This is when
someone who
previously
ghosted you
comes back
outta nowhere.
What to Do
Ignore them. If
their notifications
bother you, block
them—and feel
no guilt! Take
back that power.

13. KITTEN
FISHING

When you
present yourself
unrealistically on
dating apps.
What to Do
They said they
work but don’t,
or that they’re
2m tall, but
they’re obvio
not. Be wary:
they haven’t
been honest, and
that trait could
reappear in other
areas of their life.

14.
MONKEYING

When someone
moves from
one relationship
to the next
without a break
in between—
basically like a
monkey swinging
from branch
to branch.
What to Do
Try to understand
when your SO’s
last relationship
ended (also to
ensure you’re
not in ‘overlap’
time), and why
it broke down.
Perhaps he has
legit reason for
monkeying, or
has honestly
just had really
bad luck with
partners. But
if you spot
a worrying
behaviour pattern
(for example,
he repeatedly
cheated), be wary.

Defined
2017

15.
PEACOCKING
Dressing up
for IG, or even
IRL, to gain
attention—like
peacocks do.
What to Do
You do you, boo!
Wear what makes
you feel good—
the same should
go for the person
you’re flirting with.

16. SLOW
FADE

When you’re
chatting to
someone who
seems keen,
but over time
the convo slowly
fizzes out and
they make less of
an effort to reply.
What to Do
If you notice
this pattern,
speak up. Ask
them what their
expectations are
so you don’t get
your hopes up or
waste time.

And what to do if they
happen to you! By Lisa Katz
FOR MORE GREAT STORIES, VISIT COSMO.IN

When the person
you’re dating
doesn’t introduce
you to their
friends or family,
and doesn’t post
about you on
social media.
What to Do
While you may not
be into PDA, you
need to feel like
bae is proud of
you and honest
about you in front
of his friends and
family. Perhaps
it’s time for that
DTR convo?

19. THIRST
TRAP

You post a
picture on social
media seemingly
about one
thing—‘obsessed
with my new
top!’—but really,
you just want
potential baes to
check out your
hot bod.
What to Do
If you know what
they’re doing
and into it,
double-tap. Else,
keep scrolling!

18.
STEALTHING

When a man
removes his
condom during
sex without your
consent. It’s
disgusting and
dangerous, and a
violation of your
rights.
What to Do
Report the sexual
offence to the
police, and
visit a doctor
or pharmacy
immediately
for advice on
emergency
contraception
and to get an STI
test. Also, never
see the guy again.

20.
ZOMBIEING

When someone
who ghosted
their way out of a
relationship tries
to come back
into their ex’s life.
What to Do
Ask yourself
whether it’s a
relationship you’d
like to rekindle—
and make sure
you address
them ghosting
you before you
dive back in. n
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Stop
SingleShaming
Me!
When did the worst
thing about going solo
become people who
make you feel bad
about it?

H

ey, Aunt Rina,
it’s cool. And you
too, Mom and
Dad. You guys can’t be
blamed for asking me if I’m
dating someone. It’s just
what you do.
But, heyyy, friend-of-afriend at the bar who
dropped a major shame
bomb on me the other
night. Not. Cool. We were
chatting in a group when I
revealed I was a Tinder-less
single person. “What?” she
squeed. “But how do you
meet guys? You’re just not
dating?” Bartender, pour
me another!
Usually, singles are left to
defend themselves while
standing alone at a family
event, but my bar
encounter was more biting:
I was single-shamed by a
peer. “Even today, there’s
truth to the idea that
women get validation by
being in a relationship,”
says Rachel Hills, author of
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The Sex Myth. “If you’re
single, it’s seen as a
problem to be fixed.”After
that, I began to notice it
everywhere. My exclusion
from couples-only dinners.
A married-with-kids friend
implying that a second glass
of vino was a wild night for
her but for me every night
was a drink-fest. Invites to
weddings arriving without
‘and Guest’ next to my
name. Because I’m single,
I am made to feel bad
about it.
But why? “Singleshaming comes from the
thinking that if you follow
the prescribed path and get
married, you’ll be happier,”
says Bella DePaulo, PhD,
author of Singled Out. “But
if half the population is
single, how can you say the

only way to be happy is to
be married?” She has a
point. In fact, a new study
from the University of
Auckland found that
people in relationships may
be more susceptible to hurt
and conflict, something
many singles ‘often avoid’.
Except when we’re
shamed. Because here’s
what the shamers are really
saying: I’m judging you for
being frivolous, for living
your life outside what
society expects. We singles
aren’t slackers with endless
free time to devote to binge
drinking and bar makeouts.
We’re not collecting tears
in our Stella McCartney
bags. And it’s not that we’re
not ‘trying hard enough’.
I’ve even heard of a boss
who didn’t hire an
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unmarried candidate
because she ‘didn’t have a
stable foundation for a
stressful job’. These
assumptions are unfair...
and total BS.
The trick is to deflect the
haters. Steer the
conversation to your job or
your travels. Or say, like I
do, that you simply won’t
date someone dull just so
you’re not alone.
And when a shamer starts
in with ‘I just want you to
be happy...’, think about
how happy you already are.
I love my quirky friends,
my fun job, my apartment,
my morning spinning class.
And when I add a
boyfriend to that list, he’ll
share space with the rest of
my happy life. There’s no
shame in that.”
n

By: JULIE VADNAL; Photograph: VISHESH VERMA
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“The Cool Thing
I Do...”

Five women, who stepped away from the run-of-the-mill 9-to-5 rut, tell us what it’s
like to have envy-invoking careers. By Meghna Sharma and Zunaili Malik

BHAKTI MEHTA AND
NIKKI GUPTA

Co-Founders, Two Aprons

“Two Aprons, a pop-up kitchen that
curates authentic meals from across the
globe, was born out of a desire to create
extraordinary food experiences,” says
Nikki. Bhakti is a self-taught chef and
also owns a catering company. “Nikki
and I launched Two Aprons in
November 2017, with the intent of
adding to Mumbai’s food culture,” says
Bhakti. “The two of us went on a food
trip to Hong Kong, where we dined at
22 restaurants within six days. Armed
with local ingredients and food
knowledge from that trip, we curated
the city’s first Cantonese dinner,” she
says. “The great thing about our pop-up
service is that every meal is unique. A
typical day for us includes mapping
food trends, menu development,
exhaustive food trials on friends and
family, and looking for out-of-the-box
venues,” Nikki shares. Though fairly
new, Two Aprons received an
overwhelming response, and “that has
been our biggest achievement,” Bhakti
adds. But one of their challenges has
been to execute off-beat ideas on a
budget. “Once, we got carried away
with the idea of curating a lavish
experience and overshot our budget.
But we’ve been careful about it ever
since,” Bhakti says. As for their future
plans, Bhakti and Nikki want to turn
Two Aprons into a permanent mid-size
restaurant and experiment with food
trends from around the world.
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KALYANI
KHONA

CEO and
Co-Founder,
Inclov
Technologies
“It has always been a challenge for specially-abled
people to find love, and that’s what prompted me to
launch Inclov—the world’s first matchmaking app
focused on people with disabilities. The app also has
an offline platform called Social Spaces, through which
we organise meet-ups. Crowdfunded in 2015 by 130
global backers, today Inclov has 23,000 active users
monthly, 7,000+ matches and 30 meet-ups across 300
cities in India. Inclov matches users on the basis of
age, location, level of independence and mobility, cure,
and percentage of disability. We also have a 24-hour
review process for a new user to ensure authenticity.
Since I head Inclov Select (our premium matchmaking
service), my role involves meeting new prospects,
reviewing profiles to find suitable matches, and
meeting families to mediate the discussion. This project
is very close to my heart, and it gives me immense
joy when we have success stories... Currently, we’re
working on taking Inclov global, and also planning to
launch a pan-India web portal with added features.”

ELIXIR NAHAR

Social Media
Manager, Indian
National Congress
(INC)

“Handling social media
for INC at 23 is definitely
something I hadn’t planned.
I used to work as an anchor
and producer for CNBC,
and landed this gig when
Congress decided to revamp
their social media team last
year. They wanted to hire
people from different fields,
and since I love a challenge,

I took it up. And it has been
a roller-coaster ride since
then. I manage content for
INC’s FB and Twitter page,
and a typical day starts at
8am and ends around 6-ish.
But the Internet never
sleeps, so one needs to be
on it 24/7. Social media,
especially for a political
party, is a very volatile
space; some days are superhectic, while others not so
much. But this has been a
great learning opportunity.
When I joined, my biggest
struggle was to get people
to take me seriously—I still
freelance as a presenter
and have also done a bit
of modelling, and that
made some people doubt
my skills. But it feels good
to prove them wrong.
Currently, I take each day
as it comes, but if I stick
around in politics, I’d love
to be the spokesperson for
the party.”

PRIYANKA KOCHHAR
Motorcyclist

“I started out as a model a couple of years ago,
only to discover my one true passion: riding
motorcycles. I learnt to ride from YouTube
tutorials, and just posted about it casually on
Instagram. But it picked up massively, and that’s
what prompted me to take it seriously. I now
run a handle called @BikeWithGirl on social
media with a collective following of 200K across
platforms. I’ve also started a YouTube channel
to document my adventures. I do get a lot of
flak from people... They say (because I’m a
girl), I have zero idea of what I’m doing. But the
fact that I ranked fourth in the National Racing
Championship last year obviously proved them
wrong. My immediate goal is to raise awareness
about motorsports through my channel, but
my long-term vision as a motorcyclist is to have
more women take up this sport, and see it on
n
the same level as cricket in India.”
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FastGlam
HOT FASHION, HOT BEAUTY, IT’S ALL HERE

1
THE OVERTHE-KNEE
BOOT

HOW TO
WEAR
WINTER
BOOTS

Here’s your step-by-step guide on how to
wear the hottest shoes of the season.
By Samar Rajput; Text: Nitya Kanoria
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Taylor
Swift

With Inputs By: AMY FANAI AND JUHI TANEJA

Don’t underestimate the power of a
classic pair of knee-high boots. On a
super-chilly day, these boots will keep
you warm and on-trend with total ease.
A celeb favourite (there’s a long list of
admirers for this one), OTK boots are
perfect for both day and night. Style one
with an oversized jumper, an itty-bitty
mini skirt or casual shorts—a li’l flash
of skin at the thighs is how you need to
work these babies this season.

Leather thighhigh boots,
Fendi, `87,163

STYLE TIP

Make sure your boots sit
snug till just under your
knees, then become
looser—too tight a fit will
restrict your movement.

Flat heeled
boots, H&M,
`3,999

Pink stretch boots,
Jimmy Choo,
`96,375

Alessandra
Ambrosio

Printed fabric boots,
Zara, `6,990

Deepika
Padukone
Kourtney
Kardashian
Suede calfskin
boots, Dior,
price on request

Rihanna
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2
Mid-heeled ankle
boots, Massimo
Dutti, `8,990

Suede ankle
boots, Mango,
`5,590

THE SOCK
BOOT

Get inspired by Kanye’s ubiquitous Yeezy
boots, and try a mid-calf sock boot this
season. Right now, it’s all about pairing
sock boots with relaxed denim. So dress
a glamorous, bold-hued pair with boyfriend
jeans or denim shorts to take your look
from girls- day-out to a fancy night-out.
Velvet
block-heel
ankle
boots,
Miu Miu,
`44,135

Aimee
Song

Knitted
ankle boots,
Charles &
Keith, `8,999

STYLE TIP
Try a metallic piece
with a statement heel
for extra impact.

Gigi
Hadid

Beige heeled
boots, Flat n
Heels, `3,999

Contrast-panel
sock boots,
Fendi, `56,030

Stretch ankle boot
with round heel,
Zara, `5,890
Daevel Suede
Ankle Boots, Isabel
Marant, `41,290

Emma
Watson
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Lady
Gaga
Scrunch
Leather 75mm
Boots, Prada,
`1,04,000

STYLE TIP
Pair them with
skinny jeans,
minis or a tailored
silhouette to really
let these boots shine
in all their glory.

Niki CrystalEmbellished
Boots, Saint
Laurent,
`4,92,389
approx

3
THE
SLOUCH
BOOT

Tan platform
boots, Kielz
`5,499

These comfy-yet-extremely-stylish boots
give a more relaxed vibe as compared to
its bodycon cousin. Now the glittery Saint
Laurent pair might be the one that caught
your eye, but there are a whole
lotta options you can get your hands on—
ranging from different colours (like white,
red, and everything in between), to cool
textures like suede, denim and more.

Rossy
Slouch
Calf
Boots,
Dune,
`8,680
8,680

Olivia
Culpo

Laura 85 Leather
Boots, Gianvito
Rossi, `1,16,687
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Kylie
Jenner

Claira Boots, Aldo,
`15,496

fast glam

Fur top,
Mango,
`2,590

Pyjama suit,
the-sleeper.com,
`18,545

Socks,
Zara, `690

Striped jersey
pyjamas,
DKNY, `4,620

Comfortable, sensual and
chic, loungewear has never
been quite so fashionable!
Layer up (or not?) with the
below textures, from fluid
slips to chunky knits or
soft (faux) fur, to provide
you with a cosy wardrobe
all winter long.

Lila stretchmodal playsuit,
Eberjey,
`4,000
4,000

Printed satin
pyjama set, Olivia
von Halle, `23,625
Bunny eye mask,
Next, `852

Terry robe,
Missoni, `29,427

Grab your bae and popcorn, and
get comfy on the couch as we
welcome wintery nights.
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Fuzzy mules,
Salvatore
Ferragamo,
`66,351

By: AMY FANAI

NE TFLIX
AND CHILL

JACQUEMUS

fast glam

L
M ove
M cQ les
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37 nd g,
,9 er
90

Studded bag, Mc
Q by
Alexander McQu
een,
`57,990

Nile mini bracelet
purse, Chloé,
`1,08,273

Glitter mini bag,
Coccinelle, `24,500

Smaller than a crossbody and bigger than a coin
purse, these mini bags make a big statement.
By Samar Rajput; Photograph: Kunaal Bose
Bird Cage Clutch,
asos.com, `2,741
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Fashion Assistant: NEIKIMLHING

THE CLUTCH
VERSION 2.0

Dollface Clutch
Kate Spade,
`25,918

JASON WU

CÉLINE

BALENCIAGA

NINA RICCI

PRO TIP

A metallic handle
wristlet can double
up as a chic
bracelet.
Grasshopper Clutch
Duet Luxury,
`9,500

Mini flap bag,
Salvatore Ferragamo,
`1,01,495

Locket Minaudire,
Jimmy Choo,
`88,244

Furry bag,
Accessorize,
`2,044

Round sling bag,
Origami Lily, `1,099

Glitter clutch,
Boga, price on request

Bebop fur ring clutch,
Valentino, `1,57,890

Embellished round bag,
Casa Pop, `6,999

Mini Bow bag,
Zara, `2,290

FOR MORE GREAT STORIES, VISIT COSMO.IN

Floral wristlet bag,
koovs.com, `1,299

Suede clutch, Jimmy Choo,
`188,244

JANUARY 2018 COSMOPOLITAN
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Happy Hearts
Earrings, Chopard,
`4,66,991

THE
BLING
BUYER’S
GUIDE
We break down
the ‘4 Cs’ of
buying your new
best friend.

Round Halo
Solitaire Ring,
caratlane.com,
`74,531

CLARITY
FL, IF
Flawless or
Internally
Flawless

Nearly all diamonds have some
imperfections. But often, these
flaws—called inclusions and
blemishes—are microscopic.
Diamonds with the fewest and
smallest imperfections get a
higher clarity grade—and price.

C de Cartier
Bracelet,
Cartier,
`7,71,655
VVS1, VVS2
Very, Very
Slight
Inclusions
Rose gold
ring, Anita Ko,
`3,46,340

Soltaire pendant,
Forevermark,
price on request

S1, S2
Slight
Inclusions

CUT

A diamond’s cut grade is determined by how well its
facets interact with light to create visual effects in both the
diamond’s interior and its exterior (aka sparkle!). Of all the
four Cs, cut is the most important factor in how the stone
appears to the naked eye. If the cut is too shallow, light will
leak out the bottom; too deep, and light will escape from the
side. An ideal cut diamond directs light to the bottom of the
stone and back up through its top (or what gemologists call
the table). It will cost you more, but is arguably what makes
diamonds so special.

Ideal Cut
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Shallow Cut

Deep Cut

I1, I2
Eye-Visible
Inclusions

I3
Pronounced
Eye-Visible
Inclusions

COLOUR

With diamonds, the less colour there is, the more
light and sparkle and the higher the quality. A
D-grade diamond is the top of the colour chain,
as it has no colour at all, while Z is the lowest and
most yellow.

D-E-F G-H-I-J K-L-M N-O-P- S-T-U-V-W-X-Y-Z
Faint
Q-R
Colourless Near
Light Yellow
Colourless Yellow Very Light
Yellow
Carat
Weight .25 .33 .40 .50
MM
4.1 4.4 4.8 5.2
Width
Carat
Weight .65 .75 .85 1.0
MM 5.6 5.9 6.2 6.5
Width
Carat
Weight 1.25 1.5 1.75 2.0
MM 7.0 7.4 7.8 8.2
Width

CARAT
Think of carats like
grams—they measure
how much a diamond
weighs. A single metric
carat is defined as 0.2
grams. For diamond
shapes like round,
princess, and Asscher,
the greater the distance
in milimetres across
the top of the stone,
generally the greater
the carat weight.

*Wherever you’re shopping, the diamond guidelines will be
the same: the 4 Cs is a universal standard used worldwide
to judge the quality and pricing of diamonds.

By: KATHY LEE

VS1, VS2
Very Slight
Inclusions

fast glam
Pinstriped shirt with
bow detail, Marks &
Spencer, `2,368

Pinstriped
shirt with
criss-cross
detailing,
Topshop,
`2,928

Pro tip: an
open neckline
and one sleeve
shrugged off is
the opposite
of stuffy!

BUTTON
DOWN 2.0
With sexy-AF new ways to wear
this classic, no-one would call
this baby basic ever again!

White shirt with
puffy sleeves,
BCBG, `13,910

Rihanna

Chantilly
lace shirt,
Hemant &
Nandita,
`8,320

Pro tip:
reverse your
shirt to look
even better
from behind!
Cold shoulder
shirt, Sameer
Madan, `7,600

Pinstriped shirt with tie-up
i p
belt, Next, `3,9
3,917
7
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Offshoulder
cut-out
dress,
Samatvam
by Anjali
Bhaskar,
`11,550

Shoulder bag, Ted
Baker, `13,549

ALTUZARRA

Girls On Film
Burgundy
Cold Shoulder
Bodycon
Dress,
Dorothy
Perkins,
`2,146

BURGUNDY
IS THE
NEW
BL ACK

Raymee
Sleeveless
Jumpsuit,
BCBG Max
Azria,
`26,236

This regal hue is all
you need to add that
hint of glamour in
your wardrobe.

Leather strap
watch, Swiss
Eagle, `8,950

THE EXTRAS

Head-to-toe
commitment to a single
shade is impactful
enough; opt for
accessories in textured
suede or leather for a
streamlined effect.

THE TREND

Sitting somewhere
between versatile neutral
and statement colour,
burgundy was seen on the
runway at Issey Miyake,
Delpozo, Ellery among
many others.

Asymmetric wrap
pencil skirt,
Forever New,
`4,000

THE BEAUTY ESSENTIALS

M·A·C Velvet
Eyeshadow in
Sketch, `1,400
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NYX Professional
N
o essional
Liquid
Lq
Suede
C
Cream
Lipstick
in
i Vintage
Vi ge, `850
FOR MORE GREAT STORIES, VISIT COSMO.IN

O.P.I Nail
Lacquer in Got
The Blues For
Red, `850

Marc Jacobs O!Mega Lash
Volumizing Mascara in
Burgundy, `1,650

By: AMY FANAI

Looking to ease into the head-to-toe burgundy trend? Go for a nail
paint or lipstick; but if you want to turn heads, swipe on some
shadow or try a mascara in the same hue.

fast glam

STREET STYLE

SIMRAN
HANDA, 21
“Come winter,
black is my goto colour. But
while I love a
head-to-toe black
look (I play with
different textures
like leather,
suede, etc to keep
it interesting),
I always add
another colour
through a jacket
or shoes to break
the monotony.”

DIMPY
MUNPARIA,
18
“I’m really
diggin‘
the whole
blazer dress
movement—it’s
sexy without
trying too hard.
Plus, it keeps
you warm
without having
to wear too
many layers.”

SHARDA
PANWAR,
22
“I only look
forward
to winter
so I can
wear boots.
Currently, I’m
in love with
these lace-up
thigh-high
ones—they
add a grunge
vibe to both
jeans and
dresses.”

LAKPA YANKI
BHUTIA,23
“Athleisure is
my favourite
trend ATM.
I’ve paired an
easy-breezy
pair of pants
with a basic tee
and sneakers. I
added stockings
and mirrored
sunnies for
extra edge.”
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CHEYYRIAN BARK, 24
“I love neutrals, no matter the
season. I’ve tried to play up the
muted hues by pairing striped pants
with a blush jumper and shoes, and
added statement earrings for some
understated glamour.”
FOR MORE GREAT STORIES, VISIT COSMO.IN

By: AMY FANAI

We took the battle of the best-dressed to the streets, and were
impressed by your style picks and cool looks.

fast glam
HOLD ON TO YOUR HAT

Lace-up
swimsuit,
Mara
Hoffman,
`15,790

A still from
Baywatch

Shape
enhancing
swimsuit,
Next,
`2,828

Ditch your beanies for this old-school hat that’s
turned into the ultimate cool-girl accessory of
the season. It’s super-versatile and looks überchic. You can go for a vintage-inspired look
with a classic black suede or add a bit of edge
to your outfit with a leather version.

IT’S THE BAYWATCH RED

Cue those slow mo runs along the beach in one of these blazing
beauties. Ever since Baywatch hit theatres, Google searches for red
swimsuits have gone up by 131 percent! We may not be able to save
lives but at least we can look red-hot in one of these babies. Plus, they
double up as bodysuits over boyfriend jeans or a leather skirt. And
throw on a faux-fur coat to make it winter friendly!

STYLE
NEWS
THE NEWEST, LATEST, AND MOST
TALKED-ABOUT FASHION STUFF
Blake
Lively
Double
breasted
blazer, Zara,
`6,990

Vanessa
Hudgens

Emily
Ratajkowski

Victoria
Justice

Karlie
Kloss

MADE-TO-MEASURE

For the first time ever, Fendi is going to let
you customise your very own, made-to-order
bag. With 120 combinations to choose from,
your bag would be as unique as you. Their
Customize It service lets you choose the colour
of the bag (from deep blues to strawberry
pinks), the ‘F’ logo, and even the hardware.
Plus, you can design your own shoulder strap,
with over 70 combinations—from feminine
florals to conicals studs. Head to fendi.com or
farfetch.com to get yours now!

CHECK
MATE
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Fendi Kan
I F Bag,
`1,63,490

Hailey
Baldwin

Fendi
leather
strap,
`1,01,327

By: NITYA KANORIA

Here’s why you’re going to
want to own one of these
celeb-approved checkered
beauties (if you don’t already
own one!). This classic pattern
is so popular that there are
even Instagram handles
dedicated to it! Take one to
work or a party. But for max
sartorial points, layer different
checks together or clash ’em Selena
with dainty florals.
Gomez

fast glam

THE DREAM
TEAM
BALMAIN

It’s the most glamorous beauty
collaboration around! Meet the
L’Oréal Paris X Balmain collection.

Housed in gorge
marble cases, designed by
Olivier Rousteing, the man himself,
this limited-edition couture collection is just
what your beauty bag’s been craving for. The
12-shade range is separated into three colour
families: Safari, Rock and Couture, and boasts
of a matte formula infused with pure pigments
and camellia oils. The result: rich colour and a
moisturising, matte finish. And may we
add, each colour is more edgy and
chic than the next, begging to be
Instagrammed!

4

1. L’Oréal Paris X Balmain
Color Riche Lipstick in
Power, `1,050
2. L’Oréal Paris X Balmain
Color Riche Lipstick in
Rebellion, `1,050
3. L’Oréal Paris X Balmain
Color Riche Lipstick in
Freedom, `1,050

5. L’Oréal Paris X Balmain
Color Riche Lipstick in
Fever, `1,050

3

6. L’Oréal Paris X Balmain
Color Riche Lipstick in
Glamazone, `1,050
7. L’Oréal Paris X Balmain
Color Riche Lipstick in
Urban Safari, `1,050
8. L’Oréal Paris X Balmain
Color Riche Lipstick in
Balmain Instinct, `1,050

2

1
5

000
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8

By: SAMAR RAJPUT; Text: MEGHNA SHARMA; Photograph: KUNAAL BOSE; Fashion Assistant: NEIKIMLHING

4. L’Oréal Paris X Balmain
Color Riche Lipstick in
Legend, `1,050

fast glam

LIKE A KNIFE
THROUGH BUTTER
Slather on these creamy body butters (packed with the
goodness of almond, figs, and shea butter) to soothe your
dry, winter skin.
1

2

3

1. Kama Ayurveda Kokum
Almond Body Butter, `1,495
2. Plum Vanilla And Fig Feel
The Fudge Body Butter, `450
3. L’Occitane Shea Butter Ultra
Rich Body Cream, `3,090
4. The Body Shop Virgin Mojito
Body Butter, `1,150

By: SAMAR RAJPUT; Photograph: KUNAAL BOSE

4

fast glam
Want an elongated
cat-eye effect?
Look for lashes that
get longer towards
the outer corners.

GO
FAUX
LIKE A
PRO

Ardell
Natural Demi
Wispies
Lashes,
nykaa.com,
`415

2.

3.

Paint a thin coat
of glue on the
band, then wait
for it to get
tacky.

COSMOPOLITAN NOVEMBER 2017

Inglot Eyelashes in
17N, `850

FOR MORE GREAT STORIES, VISIT COSMO.IN

4.

Holding the lash
with your fingers
or tweezers, set
the inner corner
in place. Work
your way to the
outer end, and
press.

Thicker bands
add extra drama
and look best
with a little liner
applied first.

By: MADDIE ABERMAN

Clear, ‘invisible’
bands give a
natural look, and
don’t require
eyeliner to help
them blend in.

Falsies with the
longest fibres
at the centre create
a more open,
doll-eyed look.

70

1.

One size doesn’t
fit all, so be sure
to trim any
excess from the
outside end,
says Ardell
Global Brand
Ambassador,
Jadene Munson.

Prep your
natural lashes
with a curler and
coat of mascara
first. This will
help the curve of
the faux lash
blend in.

Blunt ends
are a dead
giveaway,
so look for
wispy, fluttery
lengths,
says make-up
artist Vincent
Oquendo.

GENIUS TRICK!
If you’re still having
trouble, try cutting a strip
into two or three sections,
then gluing them on one at
a time, says Jadene
Munson.

THE
BA SIC S
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LOOK FL AWLESS
POST-FLIGHT
Going straight from the middle seat to an awesome GNO
with your squad? So easy.
5 T
MA -MI HE
KE NU
OV TE
ER

1

5
4: 0 0 – 5: 0 0

0 : 0 0 – 0 :2 9

CUE THE COLOUR

HIT REFRESH

Finishing touch: a pop of pink
on cheeks and lips. Sweep blush
or an illuminating powder (sans
shimmer) onto the apples, and
apply two coats of matching lip
balm (lipstick can irritate dry lips).

A hydrating face mist counteracts hours of dry cabin air in
seconds. Smell stale? Tap pulse
points with a sexy fragrance.
Clinique Moisture Surge Face
Spray, `3,250; Yves Saint
Laurent Black Opium,
`4,500/30ml

2

NYX Professional Duo
Chromatic Illuminating
Powder in Lavender Steel,
`950; Nivea Fruity Shine Lip
Balm in Cherry, `950

Kangana
Ranaut

3

4

0 :3 0 –1:2 9
1:3 0 – 2:2 9

A light-reflecting cushion foundation
nixes redness and adds a second
layer of moisture to parched skin.
Still need more coverage?
Just add concealer.

Run an illuminating pencil
along inner rims, then coat
lashes in eye-brightening
blue mascara.

Toni&Guy Cleanse Dry
Shampoo, `1,080; Balmain
Paris Hair Couture Spa Brush,
net-a-porter.com, `6,700

L’Oréal Paris True Match
Lumi Cushion Foundation, `1,250;
Bobbi Brown Instant Full Cover
Concealer in Honey, `3,650

Lakmé Eyeconic Curling
Mascara in Blue, `350;
DiorShow Khôl in Beige,
`2,800
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GLOW AHEAD
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2:3 0 – 3:59

DEFY RED EYE

By: DEANNA PAI

BRUSH UP

Comb roots to ends with a
brush made of boar and plastic
bristles—together, they detangle
and redistribute oils, boosting
shine. Then blast roots
with dry shampoo, and toss hair
into an effortless topknot.

fast glam

HOW
TO
WEAR
RAINBOW
MAKEUP
IN REAL
LIFE

Straight from your Insta
feed to your make-up
bag, coloured eyes
and bright lips are
#OnTrend. Here’s how
you can nail it IRL.
By Meghna Sharma

PUCCI

L'Oréal Paris
Infallible Paints
Liquid Eyeliner
in Electric
Blue, `845

Bold blue eyes were
another strong look
on the runways. How
can we get the look
without stepping
back to the '80s?

LEONARD

Lancôme
Grandiôse
Extrême
Mascara
in Blue
Nuit,
`2,150

Q

Carry around
the rainbow
with these
multi-coloured
palettes.

A

Q

A

There have been
pretty out-there
coloured makeup looks (we
spied super-neon
eyelashes at
various shows).
What is a real-life
way to get in on
the colour trend?

We wouldn’t go for a full
rainbow eye ourselves,
but mascara is a great
way to add a pop of
colour this winter. To
try this trend, wear a
monochromatic outfit
and apply a bright
mascara in a shade that
offsets it. Then, balance
out the bold eyes by
keeping the rest of your
face neutral. Stick to soft
flesh tones on cheeks
and lips so your eyes get
all the attention.

Wet n Wild
Color Icon Eye
Shadow Single
in Suede,
nykaa.com,
`135

The eyes at Leonard
AW/17 saw bright blue
semi-glossy shadow
swept across the
lids—it’s modern and
wearable. Start by
priming your lids, so it
can hold the product
better. Then, use either
a cream-based shadow
or go with a glossy
eyeliner (like the one by
L’Oréal) to cop the look
IRL. If you’re not sure
you can pull off a colour
this bright, go for a
deeper blue. Finish up
with a couple of coats
of mascara and a hint
of kohl.

FENDI

SWIPING A BLUISHPURPLE SHADE ACROSS
THE LIDS IS A GREAT
WAY TO ENLIST COLOUR
INTO YOUR LOOK.

Paese
Cosmetics
Diamond
Mono Pearl
Eyeshadow
in 03, `645

Q
Maybelline
New York
Color Show
Blush in
Peachy
Sweetie,
`325

COLOUR
CRUSH

Lips in fashion shows were bright, but often matte.
How can we get this look?

A
L'Oréal
Paris
Infallible
Lip Paint
Matte in
King Pink,
`799

Use a bright matte lip colour. It’s really just a new texture and
formula of lipstick. You need to find a product that does it in
one application—like L’Oréal Paris Infallible Lip Paint Matte in
King Pink. Don’t keep piling on matte lipsticks, as it will get
cakey. Love a creamy formula? Try Bobbi Brown’s Art Stick
Liquid Lip in Azalea: it slicks on and settle to matte. Or opt
for a pencil version like Colorbar Take Me As I Am in Orchid
Pink, which is a lip liner and matte lipstick in one. Dust some
natural blush on the apples of your cheeks and you’re done!

NYX
Professional
Makeup
Ultimate
Shadow Palette
in Brights,
`1,725

Guerlain
Météorites
Compact Light
Revealing
Powder in Doré,
`4,090

Colorbar
Take Me
As I Am in
Orchid
Pink,
`900

Bobbi Brown
Art Stick Liquid
Lip in Azalea,
`2,300

Shiseido 7
Lights Powder
Illuminator,
`2,990

fast glam

Photograph Courtesy: L’ORÉAL PARIS

Sonam
Kapoor

THE

Z OF
A

CELEB-WORTHY
SKIN

Want skin like the famous faces? We’ve rounded up everything you need to
know about ingredients, products, and treatments. By Sally Hunwick (with inputs
000
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by Meghna Sharma)
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a

According to the experts,
AHAs (glycolic and lactic
acid) and BHAs (salicylic
acid) are essential for the
skin issues like pigmentation
pigmentation,
ageing, dryness and
breakouts. “Both AHAs and
BHAs dissolve the glue that
holds onto old, dead skin
cells,” says Skinstitut Skin
Expert Zoe Devine.

c

Vitamin B, especially Vitamin B3
(also known as niacinamide) is
a super antioxidant that gets to
work on a long list of skin gripes.
“Vitamin B3 is a top pick if you
suffer from rosacea, acne, eczema,
dermatitis, sun damage, ageing,
dry skin or hyperpigmentation,”
says Zoe.
Try Lakmé Absolute Youth Infinity
Skin Sculpting Day Crème SPF 15,
`775.

VITAMIN C

Great for boosting collagen reserves and
regulating pigmentation, this antioxidant
slows down premature ageing and adds glow.

(Orange) SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

be
VITAMIN B

Try Kaya Brightening
Beads Cleanser, `390, or
Dermalogica Gentle Cream
Exfoliant, `2,895.

d

Try Peter Thomas Roth Camu Camu Power
CX30 Vitamin C Brightening Sleeping Mask,
`4,300; Dr Dennis Gross C+ Collagen,
amazon.in, `6,600; The Body Shop Vitamin
C Daily Glow Cleansing Polish, `1,295;
Clinique Fresh Pressed 7-Day System with
Pure Vitamin C, `1,700.

DNA

While we slap on the SPF, we
may still be leaving our DNA
(responsible for skin’s natural
repair) vulnerable. This can lead
to pigmentation, early lines
and sagging. Protect skin from
visible light, infrared radiation
and pollution using “skincare
with generic protection,” says
Tracy May Harriott, Education
Director and brand ambassador
for Elizabeth Arden Pro. Look for
DNA repair enzymes and load
up on antioxidant-dosed prods.
Try Elizabeth Arden Pro Triple
Action Protector, `4,500.

EXFOLIATE

The route to luminosity: regular
exfoliation. Go for a gentle
scrub that not just sloughs
away dead skin cells, but
also leaves skin brighter (like
Kiehl's Clearly Corrective
Skin Brightening Exfoliator,
`2,950) or look for a skin
smoother with enzymes, like

Elemis Papaya Enzyme Peel,
`2,850.
2,850.

MARCHESA

ACIDS

fast glam
If you have pigmentation, suninduced ageing or acne scarring
that won’t respond to anything
else, Fraxel is a treatment worth
considering—but be prepared for
downtime. “Fraxel is a fractional
laser that treats the skin by putting
pin-pricks of heat in the skin, which
creates an injury below the surface.
This stimulates a repair and renewal
process,” says Dr Geetika MittalGupta, Founder of Isaac-Wellness.
Don’t have downtime? Opt for a
laser skin tightening treatment,
which promises skin bounce and
firmness—and you can head back
straight to work.

h
i j

GLOW (WITH
YOUR PHONE
THAT IS)

If you really want your
skin to glow, keep
a healthy distance
between you and your
phone every once
in a while. Derms
believe that regular
exposure to light
and electromagnetic
radiation from phones
can speed up the ageing
process.

Gigi Hadid
and Martha
Hunt

Jennifer
Lopez

HYDRATE
WITH OILS

f

g

FRAXEL

Cleansing oils and balms remove
make-up, sebum and grime without
stripping skin, while a facial oil
under a night cream delivers
nourished, glowy skin. Try Lakmé
Absolute Argan Oil Radiance
Overnight Oil-In-Serum, `899,
or Jhelum Loves Rejuvenator
Face Oil, `1,990.

IPL

Safe and non-invasive, Intense Pulsed
Light therapy tackles a long list of skin
issues. “IPL emits bright light using
all the wavelengths in the visible light
spectrum,” says Meredith Schaerf,
Principal Trainer at Ella Baché College,
Australia. “It can target skin concerns
such as fine lines, wrinkles, tone,
texture, pigmentation and redness.”
Or try Skin Inc Optimizer Voyage
Tri-Light, amazon.com, `18,200, a
take-home LED light therapy tool that
promises to firm, tighten and smooth.

000 COSMOPOLITAN
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JADE

A traditional Chinese glow-maker, jade
has been used to de-puff, tone and cool
the skin for centuries—and it’s now being
used by the likes of Miranda Kerr and Dree
Hemingway. “Jade improves the glow in
your skin by circulating toxins trapped in
muscles,” says Dr Vivian Tam, Owner of
Cosmetic Acupuncture Melbourne and
Founder of Zilch Acne Formula.

k L
m
n o
LAYER SMART

Bella
Hadid

KEEP YOUR EYES
IN CHECK

You might think, Eye cream?
Seriously, why bother? But
the eye area is the thinnest
on the face, and the most
sensitive, so you need to give
your peepers special attention.
Invest in a high performance
eye cream like Estée Lauder
Revitalizing Supreme+
Global Anti-Aging Cell
Power Eye Gelée, `4,200.

The Koreans are onto
something with their
12-step skincare
routines. The cheat’s
way? Enlist products
that pull multiple duties.
Smashbox Photo
Finish Foundation
Primer in Radiance,
`2,850, is a primer
and moisturiser in
one that evens out
skin tone and leaves
skin illuminated. Or
add a few drops of
Clarins Booster
Repair, `2,750,
into moisturiser or
foundation to rescue
stressed out skin.

Miranda
Kerr

MULTI-MASKING

(Water Splash) SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

It’s not just YouTuber trickery; multi-masking
has real skin benefits because not all areas
of your face have the same needs. If you
have an oilier T-Zone, opt for a detoxing
mask with charcoal in the ingredients list.
Got dry cheeks? Give them a moisture hit
with a mask full of hydrating oils.
Try the Bobbi Brown Mask Trio
(available in Instant Detox, Radiance
Boost, and Nourish), `3,950 each.

OH SO
SENSETIVE

NEEDLING

Skin needling, a professional treatment
that kick-starts the body’s wound-healing
response, treats a long list of skin issues—
think scarring, stretch marks, pigmentation,
fine lines, enlarged pores and rosacea.
Game to try it at home?
Try Nurse Jamie Beauty Stamp,
amazon.com, `3,199.

FOR MORE GREAT STORIES, VISIT COSMO.IN

If you have skin that reacts
to even water, make micellar
waters your friend. Fun fact:
Bioderma created micellar
water (yep, they were the
first) so super-sensitive
skin types could still get
that squeaky clean feeling
without water. Genius!
Try Bioderma Sensibio
H2O Micelle Solution,
`1,600, for cleansing.
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If your skincare
routine isn’t reaping
the results you
want, it may be
that you’re lacking
in a nutrient or
two. Collagen
supplements are a
great way to add
glow and clarity.
Try a twice-a-day
dose of three
tablets GNC Super
Collagen+C,
nykaa.com,
`3,299 for 120
tablets.

TARUN TAHILIANI

POP A SUPPLEMENT

fast glam

QUICK FIXES

Nicks, rashes, flakes,
insect bites, redness…
sometimes we need a
skin fix in a flash. To rate
as a skin remedy, the
formula should be natural,
nourishing, soothing and
multi-purpose. Egyptian
Magic Skin Cream,
beautysource.in,
`2,575, is a natural cureall loved by celebs like Eva
Mendes and Kate Hudson.

Eva
Mendes

t
rs u
SONIC
POWER

RETINOL

Retinol (a derivative of Vitamin A) is
proven to diminish the signs of ageing.
“Vitamin A-deficient skin is prone to
acne, pigmentation marks, wrinkles,
ageing and, worse still, developing
non-melanoma skin cancers,” reveals
Dr Des Fernandes, founder of Environ.
“Vitamin A-rich skin is smoother, evencoloured, radiant and (is less at risk of
developing) skin cancers.”
Try Dr Dennis Gross Skincare
Ferulic Acid + Retinol Brightening
Solution, `5,645; or Dermalogica
Overnight Retinol Repair 1%,
`5,570.
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TREATS

Able to cleanse a
lot better than your
hands can, sonic
vibrations massage
skin to give it glow
and firmness.
Invest in the nextgen Clarisonic
Smart Profile
Uplift, ebay.
in, `9,280. This
powerhouse sonic
cleaner promises
better cleansing,
impressive lifting
and firming.

Night is the perfect time to apply
active ingredients and heavy doses
of hydration. “Skin undergoes
cellular repair during sleep, making
it more receptive to products, so
a night time skincare regimen is
important,” says derm Ritu Gupta
from Platinum Dermatology. “The
number-one product to apply is a
Vitamin A-based product. Then a
rich night cream for hydration—also
treat your skin with an overnight
mask once a week.”
Try Elizabeth Arden Ceramide
Overnight Firming Mask, `4,770,
and L'Oréal Paris Age 30+ Skin
Perfect Cream SPF 21, `450.

UV PROTECTION

Need some motivation to slap on the SPF
every day? According to recent research,
those of us who apply an SPF15+ or
higher on a daily basis show 24 percent
less skin ageing than those who don’t.
It will also reduce sunspots by half and
boost skin clarity.
Try Avène Day Protector SPF 30,
`1,450

Cara
Delevingne

vx

VERY
DIFFERENT
FACIALS

The Snake Venom Facial
uses a synthetic snake
venom (Syn-Ake) and acts
a lot like botulinum toxin
(aka Botox) does, minus
the needle. “As daunting as
it might sound, Syn-Ake is
one of the latest anti-ageing
ingredients,” says Magen
Darel, national trainer of
Verdem in Sydney, which
offers the Venofye ViperLift
Snake Venom Facial. “It
relaxes the muscles.”

PITFALL #1: Dirty
Hands. Washing your
face with dirty hands
won’t get your face the
cleanest it can be.
PITFALL #2: Soap: it’s
too drying. Look for a
cleanser that is gentle
on skin like Neutrogena
Deep Clean Foaming
Cleanser, `115.
PITFALL #3: Using
your hands to rinse.
Use a konjac sponge:
it deep cleanses and
gently exfoliate the face
leaving you with glowing,
flawless skin.

WAKE UP
GLOWING

“While you’re
asleep, the body’s
hydration levels
rebalance and
there’s a rise in
growth hormones,
allowing damaged
cells to be
repaired,” says
Shea Morrison,
Co-Founder of
The Goodnight
Co. Get a good

z
y
Priyanka
Chopra

YAWN

ZITS

EXTREMELY
CLEAN

Kim Kardashian
West started the
Insta-worthy facial
craze with the
Vampire Facial.

Make sure your pillow is silky soft.
“Mechanically speaking, if you sleep
on a rough surface, you are going
to wrinkle your skin,” says leading
plastic surgeon Dr Jack Zoumaras.

w
night’s rest with a
few drops of the
The Goodnight
Co. Goodnight
Blend, `1,280; or
Nykaa Naturals
Lavender
Essential Oil,
`350 on your
pillow.

Visit the derm about zits
and they’ll put it down to
hormones, toxins or an
over-production of sebum...
In Chinese medicine, they
blame poor circulation. “The
acne sufferer (could) have
poor digestion, which does
not clear toxins—so
toxi
th
h
they vent through
the skin and present
dd
as pimples,” adds
Dr Vivian.
A
Try Natio Acne
Spot
Clear Spots
S
Purifying Spot
Treatment,
`560.

fast glam

Forest Essentials
Perfume Intense Desi
Gulab, `4,200/100ml

IN FULL
BLOOM

Rihanna

If you’ve loved Forest
Essentials’ floral mists, we
have great news. The homegrown beauty brand just
dropped its first-ever line of eau
de
e parfums (and we couldn’t have
aasked
ked for a better start to 2018).
A
a able in three distinctly Indian
Available
fragrances—Jasmine,
f g ances—Jasmine, Desi Gulab,
aand
d Nargis—these
argis—these babies need to
be a part of beauty arsenal, pronto!

Ultra Violet

REIGNS
SUPREME

Pantone might have just
named ultra violet as
2018’s Colour of the
Year, but the world of
beauty’s been embracing
it for a while now. We dug
Katy out some celeb inspo for
Perry you to sport this hue on your
yo
Scarlett
eyes, lip, hair...heck, even Johansson
cheeks!
c
eeks! Take cues from
Aishwarya’s
A
shwarya’s purple
mouth at Cannes, to
Katy’s violet hair,
ScarJo’s smokey eyes
and Riri’s purple
highlighter—this
colour is hot, hot, hot!

Angelina
Jolie

Aishwarya Rai
Bachchan

BEAUTY

SCOOP

Stacked Skincare
Micro Exfoliating
Roller, `1,920

PINCH
YO’SELF…
...literally, ’coz that’s
the biggest skincare
trend of 2018.
According to
Pinterest’s beauty
predictions for 2018,
pricking your face with
teeny-tiny needles,
aka microneedling, is
going to be big this
year. And with
fabulous-skinned
celebs like Angelina
Jolie and Kim K
endorsing this tool,
we’d love to give it
a try.

Amy
Jackson

Smashbox
Halo
Highlighting
Wand,
`2,500

STICKS
WE’RE
LOVIN‘
ATM

If you don’t like lugging
around your entire
beauty bag everywhere
you go, we’ve got
some prett-ay powerful
wands that can take
you from drab to fab in
a matter of minutes.
NYX
These just-launched
Professional
Super Clickey products won’t just
keep your look
Satin Matte
Liquid Lipstick #OnFleek, but also fit
the tiniest of bags.
in Burgundy,
`700

Lakmé
Eyeconic
Eyeliner Pen
with Block
Tip, `475

Maybelline
New York
Master Flush
Stick in Pink,
`749

By: MEGHNA SHARMA

WE BRING YOU THE LATEST GOSSIP, TRENDS,
AND TIPS FROM THE WORLD OF BEAUTY!

YOUR
POCKET
SKIN COACH

The Pond’s Institute has just
launched S.A.L (Skin Advisor
Live), an app that’ll not just
act as your virtual coach by
recommending a
personalised routine, but also
keep a skincare score and let
le
you know the progress you’re
making towards your preestablished skincare goals.
Ain’t that cool?

cosmo interview

Lace bodysuit,
H&M; quilted
jacket, Huemn; Red
Leather Cuissard
Boots, Fendi; Pave
Banner Heart
Starter Necklace,
Juicy Couture

R

adhika Apte is not your
typical Bollywood actor.
Far from it. Her choice
of films makes just the tip of an
unconventional iceberg: Manjhi: The
Mountain Man, Badlapur, Hunterrr
to name a few, won her critical
acclaim. And then there was Sujoy
Ghosh’s Ahalaya—a 14-minute short
film that’s got over seven million
views—which proved that she can
beautifully bring to life some of the
most complicated characters.
But what really makes Radhika
different is her points of view. Yes, in

plural. On wage disparity, the casting
couch, and why a woman’s period
shouldn’t stop her from anything
(incidentally, Radhika’s upcoming
biographical drama-comedy,
PadMan, also starring Sonam Kapoor
and Akshay Kumar, is based on
Arunachalam Muruganantham,
who introduced low-cost sanitary
pad machines).
And then there was that incident
of leaked sex scenes from her movie,
Parched. When a journalist asked
her whether ‘she needed to create
controversies to be successful’,

Radhika pretty much told him to FO,
in the fiercest way possible.
It’s fair to say that this special
blend of winning performances,
unconventional roles, and an I-don’tcare-for-your-misogyny mindset,
makes this 32-year-old one to watch.
Closely. And since her own future
looks more than just a little sparkly,
we thought it would only be fitting
to ask Radhika to tell Cosmo what
she thinks the future might look like.
Of women, dating, the world... Her
crystal-ball predictions are smart and
sassy, as you’ll find out...

THE FUTURE.
According to
Radhika Apte
She’s the one they’re talking about...for more reasons than one. But actor
extraordinaire Radhika Apte shares with us her dreams, hopes, and
beliefs for the future of...well, everything! By Meghna Sharma;
Photographs: Colston Julian; Styling: Samar Rajput

cosmo interview
1. “THE FUTURE
OF BOLLYWOOD”

“I think our industry will definitely
become a better place for women.
The foundation has already been
laid, and it’s only going to get better
from here. Earlier, there were very
few films shouldered by women,
but now female actors are getting
meatier roles. And it’s not just in
front of the camera, there are so
many women working behind the
scenes as directors, producers,
cinematographers, writers, editors...
taking on roles that were once
presumed to be only for men. And
that’s a great sign, you know! Of
course, it won’t happen immediately,
and I know that gender bias still
exists, but I just hope that women will
keep fighting for equality like they
have been till now.”

2. “THE FUTURE
OF FEMINISM”

“It’s such a powerful movement,
and women have been fighting for
their rights for centuries, making
the impossible possible. The wave of
change has been happening over time
for the past 100 years. I agree the
issues a couple of decades ago were
different, but little by little things have
been turning. I believe education
is the key to a better tomorrow.
Feminism is about equality, and we
need to ensure that boys and girls are
raised, treated and educated in the
same way. It’s the single most effective
way to curb population, spread
awareness about human rights, among
other things... And while the next few
years might be too little a time for a
sea change, we’re going in the right
direction and that gives me hope.”

3. “THE FUTURE
OF BEAUTY”

“To me, beauty is all about body
positivity. There are some people
who are exceptionally accepting of
their own bodies and it’s not just
empowering, it’s also a positive
influence on others. As actors, we
have a responsibility to not promote
a particular body type, and help
people embrace their own unique
bodies. But the one thing I really
hope gets completely eliminated
in the future is cosmetic surgery—
whatever ‘jobs’ people get done to
their faces or bodies need to stop. A
lot of celebrities around the world are
getting fuller lips or bigger breasts,
and people who idolise them also get
it done. I think that’s a very dangerous
zone, and it takes away from your
identity in many ways. Our ultimate
goal isn’t to look like clones of each
other, but to stand out. So yeah, I
hope we learn to feel good in the skin
we were born in.”

4. “THE FUTURE
OF DATING AND
RELATIONSHIPS”

Sheer shirt with
big sleeves,
Siddartha
Tytler; pom
pom beret,
Scotch &
Soda; ear stud,
Accessorize

“So much has changed in the past
five years that I even can’t wrap
my head around it. I haven’t even
seen what Tinder looks like, can you
believe it? And the whole world is on
it apparently, even married people.
I can’t even think of getting on an
app—I just find the whole concept
of ticking boxes and swiping people
right or left totally crazy. Even though
I’m old-school (I like to meet people
in flesh and blood), I think in the
future, marriages might become
obsolete. I personally feel one
shouldn’t get married. Considering
the same rules apply for both
marriages and live-in relationships
(after a certain time) now, it’s better
to do the latter, no? But I think dating
apps will reign supreme in the future.
With everything being digitalised, I’m
quite sure people will come up with
even more innovative ideas to find
love online...it will not only sustain,

Knit dress with thighhigh slit, Roberto
Cavalli; PVC jacket
and socks, both
Myriad Activewear;
Evening Sun
Blacks Shoes,
Christian Louboutin

cosmo interview
but will probably be the only way
forward in the next few years.”

5. “THE FUTURE OF
SOCIAL MEDIA”

“Anyone who thinks it isn’t the
future is living in the past. In the
last 10 years, we’ve probably made
more progress than we did in the last
four centuries, and that’s all because
of the power of technology and
the Internet. I’m not big on social
media, but I like Facebook—it’s a
great way to stay in touch with old
friends. I mainly use Instagram for
work, but I also follow a few artists
and photographers whose work
I really like. I know people who
document their lives 24/7 on social
media, and it comes with its own
set of pros and cons. But like I said
before, it’s only going to get bigger...I
just hope it doesn’t nullify actual
human interaction!”

Lace bodysuit,
La Perla; sheer
shirt with
big sleeves,
Siddartha Tytler;
pants with panel
detail, Huemn;
embellished bag,
Kurt Geiger;
stud earring,
Accessorize

6. “THE FUTURE OF
RADHIKA APTE”

“Well, I’m not a big planner, so
I really don’t know what’s going
to happen in the next five years,
or even a year for that matter. I
like to take each day as it comes.
Over time, I’ve turned into a very
pragmatic person. But yes, the next
six months look pretty promising...
I have four new films coming up.
PadMan’s releasing this month, then
I have Shoot The Piano Player with
Ayushmaan Khurrana, and Baazaar
with Saif Ali Khan. I have also done
a Netflix original web series called
Sacred Games (with Saif Ali Khan
and Nawazuddin Siddiqui), and
I’m quite excited about that. But
what I’m really looking forward to
is doing some international projects
(I have a few in the pipeline, and
hopefully they’ll materialise) and
travelling! 2017 was mad-hectic and
I’m looking to chill a little bit this
year, maybe take up a course... I’m
contemplating doing a lot of things.
So I guess this year is looking good,
and I hope this streak continues.” n
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Hair and Make-Up: Tenzin Kyizmo at
Inega Model Management; Fashion
Assistant: Riddhi Vartak; Location
Courtesy: Soma Vine Village, Nashik.

The Cosmo Quiz
1. My new year’s resolution is to
stay away from my phone as much
as possible.

6. One thing that people don’t know
about me is that I’d really like to
learn how to fly a plane one day.

2. When it comes to my dream
role, I’d like to be surprised versus
going for something that’s already
been done.

7. The perfect day according to me
is when I’m happy throughout.

3. One woman who’s deeply
influenced me is my mother.
4. I absolutely refuse to eat
fish eye.
5. Never have I ever jumped
off a cliff.
FOR MORE GREAT STORIES, VISIT COSMO.IN

8. One thing I’m looking forward to
in 2018 is peace of mind.
9. One thing people get wrong
about me is that I’m snobbish.
10. One thing that scares me
about the future is robots taking over
the world.

love & lust

7 Things All
Confident
Women Do In
Bed

Come out of your sexual shell and be a #boss in the bedroom. You know you
want to... By Morgan Reardon

L

EMBRACE A
HELPING HAND

Sex isn’t just about
pleasing the guy (duh!) so
if you need a little more
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fulfillment down there,
don’t be embarrassed
about introducing a
helping hand. “If you
sense your guy might
be a little hesitant
about it, start with
something small like an
electric toothbrush,”
says Dr Nikki. “Then

explain to him how
much better this is
going to make you feel.
Own it. Tell him that
by just adding it to your
repertoire, you will
scream your head off and
gush to the other side of
the room. He isn’t going
to deny you that.”

FOR MORE GREAT STORIES, VISIT COSMO.IN

GET ON TOP

We all know what
happens when we bend
over—our stomach rolls
can multiply and our
boobs hang out. But a
confident woman doesn’t
give a flying f*ck. Why?
Because the grind feels
so damn good. “Whatever

Photographs: SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

et’s get real for
a minute. Being
sexually confident
doesn’t come naturally to
everyone. Sure, you
might work the room at
a social event, but when
it comes to lights out, are
you more mouse than
minx? Never fear: it turns
out you don’t actually
have to be Megan Fox
to ooze confidence in
the bedroom. “Being
confident comes from
knowing your body, what
you do and don’t like
and expressing that,”
says sexologist Dr Nikki
Goldstein. “While you
might be worrying about
your stomach rolls or
coming on too strong,
trust me, guys are just
happy to be having sex.”
Notebook at hand? Here’s
how confident gals get
down in the bedroom.

the unflattering position
might be—on top or
doggie—if you enjoy
it but avoid it because
you’re worried about
what a man thinks about
your body then don’t—I
can assure you he isn’t
focusing on it. All he’s
thinking is, Yes! I’m
having sex right now.
Taking charge and doing
the positions you want—
that’s confidence,” says
Dr Nikki.

DRESS UP

Forget being a French
maid or a naughty
nurse—instead, splurge a
little and invest in some
sexy lingerie. Nothing
screams ‘I’m ready for
a night of passion’ like
a slinky bra and undies
combo. “So many women
say to me, ‘Oh, I feel like
an idiot dressing up,’ but
you shouldn’t. Showing
yourself off in something
sexy is a great confidence
builder,” says Dr Nikki.

PUT ON SOME PORN

Raise your hand if you
enjoy a good soft-core
porn session. Go on,
don’t be shy. Us too! It
turns out heaps of us like
watching it during solo
play but shy away from
the screen when it comes
to getting our partner
involved too. “Women
worry about their partner
being turned on by a
woman on screen who
might be more toned or
more ‘attractive’ than
them. But if porn turns
you on, feel confident
enough to introduce it
into the bedroom every
now and then,” says
Dr Nikki. It could inspire

a whole new set of moves
and positions. Win!

better match than yours,
they’d still be together—
and they’re not.”

STOP COMPARING
YOURSELF TO THE EX

A confident woman
knows her worth, so take
a leaf out of her book
and stop worrying about
who came before you
(literally). “It’s hard not
to go to the place where
you think, What was
their sex life like? Was
she better than me?” says
Dr Nikki. “If you must,
acknowledge it, own it
and let it go. Asking your
partner for validation is
asking them to degrade
their previous partner,
and we don’t want to be
talking smack about other
women. Instead, just
remember that if their sex
and relationship were a

LUBE UP

TURN THE
LIGHTS ON

If you’re guilty of switching
them off just before you
strip down (most of us
do)—stop it! According to
Dr Nikki, leaving the lights
on gives you the chance to
connect with your partner.
“If the lights are off, you
could be sleeping with
anyone. I’m attracted to
my partner, I want to see
his body, look into his eyes
and connect. Best of all,
you want to see the faces
they make when they’re
enjoying themselves.”

FOR MORE GREAT STORIES, VISIT COSMO.IN

Contrary to popular
male belief, we don’t
drip like a tap the second
someone touches us.
So rather than biting
your tongue through the
painful sex, take charge
from the start and lube
up. “There’s still so much
stigma around women
using lube, but there
shouldn’t be,” insists
Dr Nikki. “We also want to
enjoy ourselves, and that
involves being wet. Using
it is a sign of someone
hugely confident because
they’re standing up for
their sexual pleasure.”
Plus, you can pick your
flavour!
n
JANUARY 2018 COSMOPOLITAN
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Why
Small
Spats
Cause
Big
Trouble
Biting your partner’s
head off hurts more
than you know...
By Esther Perel
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and your partner don’t go down
that road.

BEWARE THE BIAS

First, it’s important to understand
that if you and your partner
squabble, it’s likely that one or
both of you have a slanted view—
or a perception bias—of your
relationship. You may be coming
from a place where you believe
your union is unfair and that you
‘care more’ than your SO does (or
vice versa). Therefore, you tend
to focus on the negative things
they do that reinforce that bias,
while minimising the positives that
contradict it.
For example, if your lover is
driving you to a party and you get
there late, you may automatically
say it’s because they don’t care
about seeing your friends. But if
FOR MORE GREAT STORIES, VISIT COSMO.IN

you arrive perfectly on time, you say
it’s because there was no traffic—
not because your partner made sure
to leave early.
Be mindful of this tendency,
and try to change it. I tell my
clients to keep a log of things their
partners do on a weekly basis that
make them feel special and cared
about. Seeing how much your
love does for you can help change
your thinking.

DON’T COMPLAIN, ASK

Instead of experiencing the
vulnerability of asking for
something and waiting for the
possibility that you won’t get it, it is
tempting to launch into anger. For
many, irritation is easier to express
than hurt.
But behind every frustration is
a wish. If you believe your partner

Photograph: ANEEV RAO

T

iny, recurring jabs—for, say,
not tidying up the room—or
mini arguments about things
like your work hours can create a
tear in your bond that, if you keep
at it, will only grow over time.
Couples who engage in this kind
of destructive communication are
at a much higher risk of having a
stressful connection.
Unlike a cheating scandal or a
blowout fight—acute problems
that you immediately know need
fixing—bickering is chronic,
constant, low-impact warfare
(most often about daily hassles)
that doesn’t sound a loud alarm.
Because of this, couples prone to
verbal sparring can stay together
a long time, although both people
often feel underappreciated or like
they can’t do anything right.
Follow these steps to ensure you

Love Quiz

Has Your
Arguing
Turned
Toxic?

Your
Even a convo
Two
partner
about who
minutes
keeps
should set the into a fight,
telling
table ends
one of you
you, ‘I can in a blowout
ends up
never do
about how
saying,
anything
dysfunctional ‘We should
right
your
just
by you.’ relationship is. breakup!’
True
False

True
False

True
False

IF YOU
ANSWERED
MOSTLY FALSE,

IF YOU
ANSWERED
MOSTLY TRUE,

your fights aren’t
your duels are
turning volatile. When too troublesome—
yet. Strive for
every spat escalates
constructive
into a debate about
communication with
the value of your
your partner, and
relationship or the
make sure you’re
other person, it’s
working together to
time to reconsider
find solutions to
whether you two are
your issues.
truly compatible.

“Humour is the most effective way to defuse
conflict of any magnitude.”
ADD HUMOUR

has done something wrong (example,
they didn’t pay a bill on time), you
wish that they had done it right. But
rather than asking them to correct
their ways, your knee-jerk reaction is
to complain or criticise their mistake.
Going forward, communicate in a
way that will set your partner up for
success. Instead of ‘Would it kill you
to pay a bill on time?’ try something
like ‘Do you think you could set a
monthly alert on your phone for when
the electricity payment is due?’

Bickering matches are often
very, very rigid, with no humour
whatsoever. Every issue is a 10 on
the serious scale, and there are
no level twos or threes. And yet,
humour is the most effective way to
defuse conflict of any magnitude. It’s
essential! It gives you perspective
and removes you enough from the
moment to realise, ‘This is serious,
but not that serious’. By adding a
dose of funny, you can remind both
of you that this problem is not of the
make-it-or-break-it variety.

BANISH ALWAYS AND NEVER

‘I always have to ask you to take out
the garbage.’ ‘You never listen to
me when the game is on.’ There is
an enormous amount of absolutist
language in bickering. Your entire
vocabulary becomes ‘I do everything,
and you do nothing’. This makes
for a very polarising conversation in
which only one person is allowed to
have feelings at a time. And it really
deflates your partner’s desire to keep
trying to please you. Plus, it furthers
the message that you’re keeping score
in your relationship of who does what
more often. Strip these words from
your daily conversations, and stick to
discussing current issues at hand.

SHOW EMPATHY
Esther Perel is a sex and
relationships therapist,
author, and the host
of the Audible original
series Where Should
We Begin? With Esther
Perel. Her TED Talks on
desire and infidelity have
been viewed more than
18 million times. Her
new book, The State Of
Affairs, is out now.

FOR MORE GREAT STORIES, VISIT COSMO.IN

At the end of the day, your partner
has the same interests as you: to solve
any stresses in your relationship. For
that to happen, it’s important for you
both to understand and appreciate
the other person’s point of view. Do
you really think your lover wants to
purposely annoy you, hurt you, or
let you down? Probably not. And do
you both have things going on in your
lives that may be causing you to pick
a fight? Most likely, yes. Recognising
these truths and being collaborative
rather than combative will help you
■
stop hurling small digs.
JANUARY 2018 COSMOPOLITAN
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Swipe, match, meet. Swipe,
match, meet. Dating fatigue is
real—and a common problem.
To reboot your search for love,
consider tapping out for a while.
By Esther Perel
80
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here’s no denying
that dating can be
exhilarating. But from
endless swiping to meeting to
rejecting (or being rejected
by) dozens of matches,
it can also be profoundly
exhausting. When you haven’t
found success, and you’ve
become reliant on your
smartphone to try to find the
person you want to be with
long-term, it’s easy to grow
disillusioned and resent the
entire experience.

Photograph: SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

Should
You Take
a Dating
Break?

I

see this among
my clients. People
who are normally
friendly, warm, and
upbeat grow cold,
defeated, and cynical.
They’ve been through
so many deceitful, ‘I’m
just going out with
you so I can sleep with
you’ letdowns. They
tell me that they don’t
believe in love anymore
and question whether
their expectations are
stratospherically high
or catastrophically low.
Clearly frustrated, they
even start to doubt their
own self-worth.
In cases like these,
I recommend taking a
deliberate break from
dating and treating it
like a cleanse. That may
sound drastic, but it
works wonders for your
self-care and sets you
up for a more fruitful
dating future. Here are
your ground rules for
pressing pause.

MAKE SURE THE
TIME IS RIGHT

If you see yourself in
what I describe above, a
romantic recess is likely
a good call. But if you
find you have no real
reason to stop dating or
you’re doing so because
you can’t deal with any
rejection whatsoever, then
this approach won’t work
for you. Not dating could
become a crutch—a way
to avoid ever getting back
out there. You’ll only be
using it as an excuse to
stay out of the singles’
pool, and that could
mean missing the chance
to meet a person who
would be great for you.

Remember: a hiatus is
meant to be temporary.

FOCUS ON YOU

After you delete your
apps and swear off all
dates, replace them with
some solo time. Instead of
obsessing about great firstmeeting bars or hitting it
off with someone, your
mind is free to reflect on
your past experiences—
and you can think smartly
about shifting your
approach. Ask yourself:
What have I learned so
far? What do I want to
do differently? What’s
worked? What hasn’t?
During this uninterrupted
time, you can uncover
real, useful answers.
Most importantly, your
self-worth no longer
hinges on whether
someone likes your look
in photos, sends you a
message, or asks you out.
By taking a break from
all that, you can remind
yourself what a catch you
are and that your true
value lies in who you are
in real life—which is a
wonderful, intriguing, and
attractive person.

PUT YOURSELF
OUT THERE

LOVE QUIZ

Do You Need
a Hiatus?

Just a little frustrated—
or screaming for a
breather? Take this test
to find out.
1

You’re out for drinks
with friends. Your
first words are,
‘It’s impossible to
meet someone in
this town!’
True

2

Your old college
roommate wants
to meet-up either
on Friday night or
Saturday morning.
You’ll obviously pick
Saturday. Friday is
perma-reserved for
dates, just in case.
True

False

3

You can’t remember
the last time a
romantic prospect
lasted beyond two
dates...or the last
time you were really
psyched about one.
True

But not with romantic
intentions yet. Say yes
to new social situations
like taking that random
co-worker up on his
housewarming party
invite. This will get
you out of the habit of
turning down or ignoring
opportunities to interact
with people who aren’t
potential partners. You’ll
have interesting, fulfilling
experiences and be
reminded of how easy it

False

False

IF YOU ANSWERED
MOSTLY TRUE

Pause! Take a breath, step
back, and give yourself time
to reconnect with a world
where your weekends are
yours and yours alone.

IF YOU ANSWERED
MOSTLY FALSE

Overall, the process of finding
someone is still enjoyable
for you. Keep having fun, as
long as you’re still spending
more time relishing and less
time stressing.
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can be to connect with
someone when you have
zero ulterior motives.
Do something that
invites physical contact
with others too. Sign up
for a dance class, or a
karate class, or even try
starting a team sport
(think football). By
channeling the need to
connect with someone
into an active pursuit,
you’ll get the rush and
feeling of touch without
the emotional weight of a
date. (Oh, and by the way,
if you just so happen to
meet a special someone
while you’re out and
about? That’s okay. The
main purpose of a break
is to remove yourself
from a state of dating
obsession. If a connection
happens organically IRL,
it’s completely fine to
make an exception.)

START ANEW

There’s no set time for
when a dating time-out
should end—it could be
after a few weeks or even
a few months. You’ll know
you’re ready to get back in
the game when you feel
content with just yourself
and you’re not always
wondering about matching
with another single.
This time, try a mix
of dating approaches.
Re-download your
favourite apps, but also
keep making an effort to
meet new platonic friends.
After your cleanse, you’ll
be more likely to give
people a chance and not
judge them so quickly.
You’ll become a smarter,
more compassionate
dater—and an all-around
n
fuller person.
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“This is What My
Culture Looks Like”
Six women break myths and misconceptions surrounding their culture and
tell us what it’s really like. By Nitya Kanoria

MARI
YAMAKAWA

NADIA
HASHIMI

AALIYAH
ARMSTRONG
Photograph (Aaliyah Armstrong): STACEY LEAH

Talks about
Afghan
culture.

Talks about
the Japanese
culture.

Talks about the
Maori culture in
New Zealand.

Aaliyah rose to fame after her
wedding video, which saw her
husband along with his family
and friends perform a traditional,
ancestral war cry, the Haka, went
viral on social media. “To me, the
Haka signifies respect, love and
honour. I know some people see it
as threatening, scary or even silly,
but people really need to see beyond
that and understand the words
that are being said. Having had my
husband’s family perform the Haka
for us at the wedding was a huge
sign of respect. It was amazing that
all these people came together to
show their love for us and I was
immensely proud of the man I had
married. I think that people see
the Maori as minority, but I feel
that there’s so much potential. Our
ancestors have sacrificed everything
to keep our culture alive, and I have
so much belief in natives all over the
world. If we supported and believed
in them more, we would get a lot
further in life.”

“I could write a book about
misconceptions about my culture,
and it would still be scratching the
surface. As an Afghan American
growing up in the US, I’ve had
people ask me if I was the first of
my family to go to college. People
assume that Afghan women are
meek and oppressed. Of course,
there is gender inequity and
disparity that exists in Afghanistan.
Girls still do not make up
50 percent of the student population,
and women do not account for
50 percent of the workforce. But that
doesn’t mean there is a disparity in
my culture; I feel that it’s diverse and
the treatment of women varies from
household to household. I’m not
denying the presence of patriarchy,
it certainly exists, especially
when you see the lack of women
representatives in the Parliament or
the inability of women to move as
freely as men in public places. Glass
ceilings exist. Sometimes women
with power face hate speech from
those who believe women have no
right to be in positions of authority.
But times are changing.”
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“Born and raised in Japan, the one
thing that really bothers me is how
easily people stereotype Geishas to
be prostitutes. They’re far from it,
they are, in fact, artists...performers
rather, skilled in the ancient
Japanese arts of tea ceremony,
music, singing and dancing. And only
a few people get to see them—they
entertain people who are rich and
powerful. I’m personally so intrigued
by them! Not many people know
this, but it takes five years of training
to become a Geisha, apprentice ones
are actually called Maiko. They’re
forbidden from using phones or
any form of contact during their
training, and the funny thing is that
they can’t ever relax, not even at
home. They’re supposed to be a
role model for their younger sisters
and need to be prim and proper
all the time; they can’t just lounge
back into a chair. I think everything
about them, from their make-up
to their hair to their lives, is just
so interesting. It’s sad that people
mistake them to be sex workers.”
JANUARY 2018 COSMOPOLITAN
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Talks about
Nigerian
culture.

“My culture still faces a serious
issue of gender inequality—men
are seen as superior to women. For
example, if things go wrong in a
marriage, even if the man is at fault,
the consensus is that he should be
forgiven. However, if a woman is at
fault then all hell breaks loose. The
society actually allows the man to
take hasty decisions to ‘punish’ the
woman. Even in a formal setting,
like jobs, strategic positions are
mostly held by men. A woman
would have to do much more and
be highly qualified to attain the
same position that a man would
get with ease. Also, the Nigerian
culture demands a lot of respect
and emphasises it heavily: women
have to cursty and men have to
prostrate when greeting someone
in a formal setting. If you don’t, it
really affects your relationship with
people.”
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EMILY
MAN

WENDY
MELTZER

ADEROJU
ABIODUN
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Talks about
Chinese
culture.

Talks about
Jewish
culture.

“I’m an orthodox Jew and I live
my life according to the laws
and traditions of the Torah (Old
Testament). There are two objects
that are very dear to a Jewish
woman—Shabbat candles and
Challah (plaited bread). At the start
of Shabbat (the Jewish day of rest),
I light the candle to symbolise the
light that shines within Jewish souls,
and as a reminder that the purpose
of a Jewish woman is to bring light
and peace into our homes. And
before Shabbat, we bake a Challah
as a symbol of sustenance that God
continuously bestows upon us. I
think it’s crazy that Jewish women
are often discriminated against by
society when, in fact, we are greatly
respected and honoured because of
the vital role we play in raising our
children and keeping peace within
the house.”
FOR MORE GREAT STORIES, VISIT COSMO.IN

“I was born and raised in Hong
Kong, which used to be a British
dependant territory, so I’m used
to celebrating a mix of both the
cultures. However, I chose to have a
Chinese wedding because I love how
it’s so rich and vibrant. The bride is
covered in red from head-to-toe, as
it’s considered a lucky colour in our
culture. The dress is embroidered
with dragons and phoenix, which,
back in the days, used to signify a
king and a queen. In a traditional
Chinese wedding the tea ceremony
is one of the most significant events.
On the day of the wedding, the bride
and groom kneel in front of elderly
people in the family and offer them
green tea, which signifies the respect
you have for the families. The
ceremony also symbolises purity,
stability, and fertility. Oh, but the fun
bit is this: before the groom enters
the bride’s house, he has to undergo
a series of challenges to test whether
he can stay strong and supportive in
n
a marriage.”
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How to (Actually)
Meet Your Goals

Going after big, new resolutions (like, say, running a marathon or learning to
speak Spanish) may be desirable...but it’s also daunting. By Krissy Brady

I
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“The moment you open
your eyes, light turns off
the faucet in your brain that
controls the sleep hormone
melatonin, and that helps
you wake up,” says Breus.
“And when you always get
up at the same time, your
body will fall into a rhythm
that will help you feel
sleepy at a consistent time
each night.” Start with the
weekdays, and eventually
rise and shine at the same
time on weekends too.
BIG FAIL

LIVE AT YOUR
STANDING DESK.
SMALL WIN

WALK FOR
30 MINUTES A DAY.

BIG FAIL

BE ASLEEP BY
10 PM EVERY NIGHT.
SMALL WIN

GET UP AT ROUGHLY THE
SAME TIME EVERY DAY.
Let’s be real: sleep is
everything. But not
everyone’s internal body
clock allows them to

conk out at 10 pm on the
dot, says sleep specialist
Michael Breus, PhD,
author of The Power of
When. If your natural
circadian rhythm doesn’t
align with a certain strict
bedtime, you’re setting
yourself up for failure. A
smaller, easier hack is to set
your alarm for around the
same time each morning.
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You’ve probably heard that
constant sitting is worse
for your well-being than
smoking. But committing
to being on your feet 24/7
isn’t the answer. “Standing
for eight hours straight
isn’t that much better
either, since your body still
isn’t moving much,” says
certified personal trainer
Krista Stryker, Founder of
12-Minute Athlete.
Better: ditch your toointense goal, and go on a
mission to walk around for
30 minutes every day. No
need to knock out the full
30 all at once; walking to

Photograph: SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

f you don’t feel like
you’re crushing it from
day one, you’re more
likely to give up altogether,
says Anna Kress, PsyD,
a clinical psychologist in
Princeton, New Jersey.
Plus, when given a large
but vague target (think:
be happier this year, get
in shape), your prefrontal
cortex—the part of your
brain responsible for goaldirected behaviour—can’t
tell which steps to prioritise
and ends up being less
effective in helping you
achieve your goal.
Your solve: micro goals.
Setting super-small, stupidly
achievable objectives is the
key to rocking your 2018
resolutions. Quickly making
progress, even if it’s in baby
steps, is more motivating
than achieving something
major, according to a recent
study in the Journal Of
Applied Psychology. Funsize ambitions allow your
brain to more effectively
manage your mental
resources. In fact, your
entire noggin lurves going
micro: whenever you hit a
teeny milestone, it releases
dopamine, a chemical that
motivates you to repeat the
behaviour. Anna suggests
starting with no more than
three nano goals at a time.
Keep reading for more
success strategies.

the grocery store, taking
a post-dinner stroll, and
cruising around with
your pup can all add up,
says Krista. If 30 minutes
starts to feel too easy (you
overachiever, you), set your
next benchmark at one
hour and get moving to hit
your new goal.
BIG FAIL

MEDITATE
TWICE DAILY.
SMALL WIN

DO A FEW FIVEMINUTE GUIDED
SESSIONS PER WEEK.

ALLIE HOLLOWAY/STUDIO D.

Trying to jump-start total
Zen can leave you the
very opposite of chill,
says Anna. For many,
meditation—especially
sans guidance—can feel
beyond frustrating or just
straight-up impossible.
That you? Start with briefer
trials, and enlist some help.
Apps like Simple Habit and
Meditation Studio offer
Bob Ross-esque tutorials
for inner peace, enabling
you to boost your calm
in short bursts. Lowering

your heart rate for five
minutes reduces your stress
hormones. When those
five minutes begin to fly by,
you’ll know it’s time to try
10 or even 20.
BIG FAIL

BREAK UP WITH
JUNK FOOD.
SMALL WIN

SWAP IN ONE HEALTHIER
TREAT EACH MONTH.
Going from chip queen
to kale fiend may actually
make your cravings harder
to beat, says certified
clinical nutritionist Kelly
LeVeque, RD, author of
Body Love. “The minute
we say that we’ll never eat

“The minute
we say that
we’ll never
eat certain
foods again,
that’s when
we drool
over them
even more.”
certain foods again, that’s
when we drool over them
even more,” she explains.
That’s because going cold
turkey on your faves can
make you feel deprived.
Instead of banning all
your junk food baes at
once, reduce your intake by
tackling one at a time (like
soda in February, chips in
March), says Kelly. Replace
each with a healthier
option (diet soda becomes
coconut water, chips get
traded in for flax crackers).
Gradually phase out
unhealthy eats and you’ll
make over your whole diet
by the end of the year,
without feeling the loss.

BIG FAIL

WORK OUT
EVERY DAY.
SMALL WIN

EXERCISE 90
MINUTES A WEEK.
Besides being unrealistic
(some days you #JustCant),
working out on the daily
is bad for your bod. It
prevents muscle recovery
and ramps up your risk
for injury, says certified
personal trainer Anna
Victoria. To get after your
goals without going HAM,
start with 45 minutes of
cardio and strength training
each per week. You can
combine the sessions into
90 minutes or break ’em
up over two days. And yes,
you’ll see results, especially
if you’re currently doing
nada. “Starting small makes
hitting the gym easier to
fit into your schedule, and
gives your body time to
adjust,” she says. “If you’re
consistent, those workouts
will add up.” Once you feel
like you could do more, add
a third sesh to your week,
preferably a high-intensity■
interval-training one.
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Why Being Imperfect
is the New Perfect
Striving for perfection is so 2017, argues Cosmo’s Morgan Reardon...
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“I

’m not going to lie, I
really struggled writing
this feature. I wrote
three different intros but,
being the perfectionist that I
am, I didn’t think any of them
were good enough. And quite
frankly, this one probably isn’t
much better, but I’ve decided
I’m okay with that, because I’m
embracing wabi-sabi. It’s not a
side order for your sushi, it’s an
ancient Japanese philosophy that
embraces all things imperfect
and encourages you to find
delight in the simpler things—
like peanut butter on sourdough
instead of fancy unicorn toast.
“Wabi-sabi is modest
and humble. It’s well-worn
jeans, weathered wood or an
unrestored antique chest,” says
Leonard Koren, author of WabiSabi: For Artists, Designers,
Poets & Philosophers (`825
on amazon.in). But before
you dash out to buy cracked
plates and pre-loved clothing, it
goes deeper than just how you
decorate your home.

THE WABI-SABI LIFE

“In an age when we are all so
concerned about gaining more
possessions and getting ahead
in life, wabi-sabi is about taking
a step back and going with the
flow,” says Amanda Gruhn,
a Gestalt psychotherapist at
Therapy Duo (therapyduo.
com).
Amanda might be onto
something. According to a study
from the University of Kansas,
women of our generation are
burning out faster than men
because we are striving for
perfection in our careers and all
other aspects of our lives. Can
you blame us? With phrases
like ‘girl boss’, we’re constantly

comparing ourselves to those who
are slaying it in start-ups, rising
up the ranks of corporate ladders
and smashing the Likes with
their perfectly filtered pictures on
Instagram.

MY WABI-SABI LIFE

IMAGE PROBLEM

“Now, more than ever, women are
under pressure to work harder and
look better,” Amanda says. “I have
more and more young women
coming into my practice who are
getting everything from breast
implants to labiaplasty at such a
young age because they want to be
‘perfect’, but it doesn’t always equal
happiness. The idea of wabi-sabi is
that we’re born imperfect. Your hair
colour, your wrinkles, they’re all
reflections of your life. A large part
of unhappiness comes from not
accepting who we are.”
She’s right! What’s so great about
being perfect carbon copies of
each other? Who doesn’t have a
soft spot for imperfectly-perfect
gals like Lena Dunham or Jennifer
Lawrence? They’re the kind of
people you can imagine having
a wine (or 10) with because they
openly admit they don’t have their
sh*t together. Admitting you’re
not perfect is actually incredibly
endearing—and embracing it can
be really fulfilling. “When we see
celebrities who are willing to be a
bit of a goof, it really speaks to us,”
says Amanda. “It’s actually very
freeing to just accept who you are.”
So, how do we incorporate it into
our everyday lives? “Change the
motivation behind the things you
do,” says Amanda. So instead of
working out because you want to
achieve the ‘perfect’ bod like Gigi
Hadid, hit the gym purely because
it’s good for your health and wellbeing. And rather than catching
up with friends because you feel
like you need to appear popular
and upload the perfect brunch pic
to your Instagram, go because you
genuinely enjoy their company
(assuming you do, that is!).

WABISABI IS
MODEST
AND
HUMBLE
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It sounds simple enough so
I’ve decided to sprinkle a
little wabi-sabi on my own
life. Since moving back to
Australia after living abroad for
two years, I’ve found myself
trying to play catch-up with all
my gal pals, who, in the time
I’ve been gone, have gotten
engaged, promoted, and
started companies. Rather than
feel disappointed in myself
about the fact that the most
expensive item to my name is
a leather jacket, wabi-sabi tells
me to abandon my pursuit
of perfection and, instead of
dwelling on what I think I’m
lacking, be grateful for what I
do have. In the two years gone
by, I might not have saved
enough money for a house
deposit, but I made some
amazing friends, snorkeled
between tectonic plates in
Iceland (#humblebrag) and
learnt a tonne of new skills. For
that, I’m grateful.
Next, I took a long, hard look
in the mirror because wabi-sabi
says we need to appreciate our
natural selves more. As hard as
it is to not cringe at the sight of
the new fine lines around my
eyes, I remind myself they’re
a result of all the laughing’til-I-cried pub sessions with
friends. The freckles are from
spending all day in the pool
with my nieces and nephews,
and that extra squish around
my tummy is from drinking
copious amounts of Prosecco
in Italy. And when I think of
it like that, I have nothing to
be disappointed about. Oh my
God, I totally just wabi-sabied
n
myself.”
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You follow
their feeds,
you Like their
posts—but you
haven’t talked
to them in
years. Why do
we haunt the
people from
our past?
By Caitlin Dewey
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LET ME REASSURE
YOU that I am not an
Internet stalker. But I will
never resist the slightly
shameful urge to pore
over my ex-best friend’s
Instagram pictures.
Everyone has a friend
or an ex like this, right?
Research into social
networks has shown that
people now maintain old
connections they would
have forgotten in the past.
A 2012 study found that
57 percent of couples
stay Facebook friends
after a breakup, and
many continue to interact
on FB even when they

don’t IRL. Unless you’re
a compulsive pruner of
contacts, you carry a hive
of exes and ex-friends
around with you. Some
call the trend ‘haunting’: a
relationship that ends IRL
but lives on in comments
and Likes.
V* and I are a textbook
example. We maintained a
Thelma-and-Louise-level
BFF-ship from age 12 to
the third year of college.
As people are known to
do, we both changed a lot
in school: V, in particular,
fell in with a new group
of liquid-eyelinered artschool girls. We talked
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less each year, transferring
our confidences to newer
friends. The last time I
saw her, during an ill-fated
long-weekend trip in 2010,
we could barely sustain a
conversation.
But I still cared about
her life as only a secretsharing, hairbrush-singing
best friend could. And
so I checked in on her
Facebook every once
in a while and made a
compulsion of Liking all
her Instagram photos.
From a distance, I
watched V go to grad
school, move to New
York, breakup with her

Photograph: MEHTAB MANN

Do You Haunt
Your Ex Friends?

boyfriend, and score a job
at an art gallery. She Liked
most of my photos too: of
my boyfriend, whom she’d
never met, and my new
apartment, which she’d
never seen.
It’s eerie to watch the
life of someone you once
really loved unfold on
such a small screen. We’ve
grown accustomed to this
sort of casual surveillance
of former classmates or
co-workers, but the
practice gets messy if
you’re still plagued by...
feelings. I missed my
friend horribly, even after
several years. I missed
trading clothes, latenight chats, and the easy
assumption that she’d
always be there.
Sometimes, after
getting a notification from
her, I’d feel morose—it
seemed such a sad,
tenuous shadow of the

way we’d been before.
Recently, when I got
engaged, it occurred to
me that under different
circumstances, V would’ve
been the bridesmaid at
my wedding. But now,
our only exchange on
the subject was her
Liking a photo of my
engagement ring.
I think we’d be really
good friends if we met
today, I said to my fiancé
as I scrolled through her
feed, self-defeatingly
wistful. Oddly, V and
I ended up liking a lot
of the same stuff as we
grew up: gardening,
yoga, dogs. Even our
boyfriends shared the
same name. “Stop looking.
You’re letting it make you
miserable,” he said.
He may be right. It
benefits almost no-one
to maintain online ties
with an estranged friend
or ex, explains Tara
Marshall, PhD, a research
psychologist at Brunel
University London and
a scholar on social media
and relationships. And
while V and I simply
drifted apart, for close
friends who go through
a more dramatic change,
it’s important to create
some emotional distance
to adjust to the new reality.
“I always recommend
going cold turkey for a
little while,” she says.
“Once the dust has settled,
the negative feelings will
subside, and maybe then
you can have a normal
Facebook friendship.”
Sure enough, deep
down, I knew I’d
maintained this gossamer
connection less out of
interest in V’s life and

“IT’S EERIE TO
W AT C H T H E L I F E
O F S O M EO N E
YO U O N C E
R E A L LY L O V E D
U N FOLD ON
SUCH A SMALL
S C R E E N .”

more out of hope that we
could be friends again.
In late May, having
finally admitted as much,
I sent V a Facebook
message, my first to her in
half a decade. We agreed
to meet for coffee at a
shop of her choice close
by—an artisanal-chocolate
type place.
I came looking for the
old V, the one who truly
considered The O.C. high
art—but this V referenced
anarchist philosophy
and palled around with a
Nietzsche translator. She
was smart and interesting
and all-around lovely,
and I wish I could tell
you something profound
happened over the four
hours we spent drinking
our (sustainable, fairtrade) coffee. In truth,
the tone hit somewhere
between an interview
and a promising first
Tinder date: we wanted
to impress but lacked
familiarity. I found myself
saying stuff like, So, what’s
new?, and realising that
everything was: her career
goals, her new politics,
her last three breakups—I
had no sense of those from
her pictures.
At one point, I asked
V why she’d followed my
Instagram, and she said it
made her happy knowing
my life had turned out
the way I’d wanted it to.
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It was a nice thought but
a hollow one. You really
can’t tell how someone’s
life has turned out based
on the photos she takes
of her food. “How do you
feel when you see my
Insta?” she asked.
‘Sad, honestly’, I said.
After V left, I
remembered something
Tara had told me about
exes and ex-friends. Many
people maintain online
ties out of morbid curiosity
or schadenfreude [Oxford
Dictionary describes it
as pleasure derived by
someone from another
person’s misfortune], she
said, but others struggle
with letting go of someone
they were once close to.
I had belonged pretty
firmly to the second camp,
and some combination of
V’s artful Instagramming
and my own nostalgic
self-delusion had allowed
me to believe we could
somehow be close again.
In person, of course, V
wasn’t the girl in her posts,
and she wasn’t the 18-yearold I still had in my head.
But it no longer seemed
fair to feel sad about that.
We all change, and there’s
no preventing that. All we
can really control is
whether and how much
we dwell on it.
So, sitting in that
snobby coffee shop, I
pulled out my phone and
thumbed to V’s Instagram,
crowded with pictures
of art exhibits I’d never
attend. It was with a sense
of gratitude—liberation
even—that I tapped the
■
Unfollow button.
CAITLIN DEWEY IS A TECHNOLOGY
REPORTER FOR THE WASHINGTON
POST.
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5 New Ways
to Schmooze
Throw your old rulebook out the window, we’ve
upgraded the manual to landing your dream job.
By Dayna Evans

I

t used to be that networking
meant slapping a ‘Hi, my
name is...’ sticker on your
blazer and subjecting yourself
to some lame-*ss, stuffy mixer.
Mercifully, that uncomfy tactic
is dying out. Yeah, you still need
to get yourself out there—
according to a LinkedIn survey,
85 percent of jobs in are filled
through networking! But now
there are smarter, more focused
ways to go about building a
solid roster of contacts who you
can reach out to for job leads,
crucial intro e-mails, industry
intel, resume edits, and more.
And if you make meaningful
connections today, you’ll be
able to call on those important
contacts for years to come.
Heed these updated methods
for putting yourself in the path
of VIPs.
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OLD RULE

Invite Someone to Lunch
NEW RULE

Offer to Drop By—and
Bring the Coffee

People are busy and don’t always
have time to take a break midday. “So ask if you can come to
them,” suggests Rachel Sklar,
Co-Founder of TheLi.st. “It’s
good business to be efficient and
considerate. Ask if you can grab
coffee or some other drink for
you both on your way in.” And
when you do get that hang time,
bring up ways you think you
might be able to work together,
either right now or down the
road. After your meeting, follow
up with a thank-you and a note
about whatever joint grand plans
you two may have discussed.

OLD RULE

Meet Up IRL
NEW RULE

Slide Into Their DMs

We all know how to use social
media to find people with fab
gigs. But Kate Gardiner, former
executive director of women’s
networking site TheLi.st, suggests
taking things a step further by
DMing your personal rockstars.
Send a message like, ‘I admire
your work and wanted to share
[relevant link] with you’. And
don’t be creepy: Liking 200
of their pictures in one go, for
instance. Also, don’t freak if
there’s no response. “If a person
has 1,00,000 followers, they
may get 10,000 engagements a
day,” says Kate Follow up on the
same platform, and if it’s radio
silence, she suggests looking up

their number two—an assistant
or business partner. If they have
fewer followers, they may be
more likely to respond.

OLD RULE

Score a Meeting
With the Boss
NEW RULE
PSA: It’s okay
to admit you
Insta-stalked
before the
meeting.
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Befriend the
Boss’s Assistant

“Networking should be not
only top-down but all around,”
says Shelley Zalis, Founder
of the women’s networking
space The Girls’ Lounge. That’s
especially true for women.
According to McKinsey and
LeanIn’s 2016 study, Women
in the Workplace, women in
entry-level positions have fewer
substantive interactions with
people in senior leadership roles
than their male counterparts do,
meaning you’re more likely to
meet an intern at your dream
company than the CEO. But
when you do, don’t just blow
her off. She may not have a
high-powered position today,

WEIRD
WAYS TO
LAND
A NEW GIG

“I got my first designer job
by going to my mom’s birthday
party, thrown by her work friends.
One of them hired me for freelance
work, which I parlayed into my first
full-time position.”
—Esha G., 31, New Delhi

but could be destined for
greatness, advises Sklar. So be
kind and considerate, and show
an interest in her. Good vibes
never hurt, and it may pay off
professionally in the long run.
OLD RULE

Ask Someone If You Can
Pick Their Brain
NEW RULE

Photograph: HORMIS ANTONY THARAKAN

Simply State What You
Want Directly

Banish the words pick your
brain from your vocabulary.
“It’s not a real request, and it
just evokes someone digging
into your skull with their
fingernails,” says Sklar. Instead,
make a super-specific ask up
front. If you’re trying to open
a small business and you know
she has experience doing so,
you can say, ‘I’d like to ask you
about the essential elements
of a business plan. Do you
have time to discuss this?’
Having a goal for the chat
gives you a better shot at
landing the meeting.

OLD RULE

Seek Biz Contacts in
Profesh Settings
NEW RULE

Make New Connects
Wherever

You may be
just one
margarita
away from
finding that
next big work
break!

To be a successful networker,
says Kate, “be open to finding
professional connections in any
environment.” If you are out at
a boozy brunch and happen to
meet someone in your field, find
the right moment to segue into
a convo about common career
interests, industry buzz, and if
appropriate, word of any job
openings out there. But keep
in mind: not everyone wants
to talk about work outside of
work. If you sense the person
is cooling on the topic, pump
the breaks. Then, when you
split, ask to exchange e-mail
addresses or phone numbers
so you can pick things up again
later. Just double-check your
spelling and save the number
correctly with details, so you’re
not left wondering, who the hell
n
is ‘Jasmine Arora Brunch’.
FOR MORE GREAT STORIES, VISIT COSMO.IN

“I’m doing my post-grad currently
and interning with a research firm.
Once, I was waiting for a friend
from work in the office cafeteria
and happen to chat with a couple
(also waiting for someone there).
During our brief conversation, they
told me that they have a start-up
and have positions for social media
managers at their company, and
offered me an interview.”
—Harshita H., 24, Mumbai

“I was at a happy hour with
colleagues, and a former coworker of ours walked in. She’d
been laid off, and most people
acted like she didn’t exist. I pulled
her to the side and asked how she
was doing. She said she loved her
new job, and I told her I was trying
to make the most of mine. The next
day, she messaged me on
Facebook, asking me to send her
my resume ASAP. I did, and within
20 minutes, a hiring manager at
her company contacted me.
I had a few interviews and got a job
with a higher salary, and she got a
referral bonus!”
—Akshita N., 25, Bengaluru
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Ask Cosmo Anything
From random little issues to major life dramas, we’ve got your back.

Q.

It’s getting on
my BF’s nerves
that I can’t see
my own beauty
and worth. Will
he leave me if I don’t get
over my insecurities?

A: Everybody gets insecure—guys
too—but there’s a difference between
handling it and letting it consume you.
Nobody wants to be pressured by a
needy partner who craves reassurance
24/7. But this isn’t about your guy, it’s
about you. Work on realising how
amazing you are, and all your
relationships will improve.

possibility of his moving in with you as
leverage to get what he wants. Second,
he has no right to look at your phone.
This is unhealthy, controlling behaviour.
He wants to make sure that if you do
move in together, he will be the one
setting the rules. Know that if you give
into his strict conditions, this will only be
the beginning. For his next demands, he
may threaten to move out. That doesn’t
sound like fun, so perhaps you should
bow out of this negotiation entirely.

Q: My husband keeps asking
me to try anal sex. I’ve told him
I’m not interested, but then he
gets mad and says I’m not
willing to experiment. How do I
get him to understand where I’m
coming from?
A: For starters, be clear that you’re not
playing hard to get by reminding him that
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Belted coats, as seen at Alexander McQueen, Hemant & Nandita, Sacai, and Verb by
Pallavi Singhee

everyone is entitled to their boundaries
and nobody should be allowed to get
mad about them. Just as you understand
he may not want you to touch his butt or
flog him with a leather strap, he needs to
respect that you simply don’t want to
have anal sex. If he still insists, remind
him that there’s nothing sexy about being
coerced into doing something you don’t
want to do. If you’re turned off by
something, it shouldn’t make him angry;
it should turn him off too.

Q: I broke up with my ex a month
ago, but we’re still hooking up
and he keeps texting me. What’s
his motive here?
A: His motive? What about yours? If
you’re being passive, you’re letting your
ex steer the situation. You’re the one who
ended the relationship—likely for a good
reason. But now you’re in this grey area
where you’re both sending each other
mixed messages, and he may take
advantage of this space for as long as
possible. If you don’t want to be with this
FOR MORE GREAT STORIES, VISIT COSMO.IN

person, stop wondering about what he
wants. Then stop seeing him.

Q: How do I master the art of
extreme cinching, aka, belts on
coats?
A: This year, designers are wrapping
belts over and around everything—from
puffer coats and fur jackets to suits and
trenches. Adding a belt to the mix is the
easiest way to layer all those woollen
sweaters without looking bulky (a wellplaced belt helps create the illusion of a
cinched waist). We love how Sacai has
turned a big fur coat into a tapered dress
by adding the belt. But we’re also loving
the slimmer belts like at Alexander
McQueen or Verb by Pallavi Singhee, as
they give maximum waist-whittling without
overpowering the outfit. If you’re going for
a more tailored coat, adding a corset like
Hemant & Nandita have done will give
edge to your outfit, and cover more of
your waist, making it look smaller. Pro tip:
get a size up on your belts so it can
accommodate all those extra layers. n

By: LOGAN HILL

Q: My boyfriend of three years
says he doesn’t want to move in
together until I give him
complete access to my phone.
There’s nothing for me to hide,
but I want my privacy. Why does
this matter so much to him?
A: First, a guy should never use the

quiz

1. The last time
you bailed
on plans with
a bestie was:
a. When she
waited until noon to
text you HBD instead of
sending one right at
midnight.
b. Saturday
spinning class, but only
’cause she was too
hungover to show last
time. Now you’re even.

b. Only for those
you want in on your
own party. When the
day comes, they’ll be
obligated to wear
whatever pastel shade
you choose.
c. Bridesmaid?
Child’s play. You
are always the girl
they pick.

c. During a bout of
strep. Otherwise, if it’s
not contagious, you’ll
hang through pain.

3. A BFF leaks
your secret she
swore she’d take
all the way to
the grave. You:

2. Ever been
a bridesmaid?

a. Delete all
evidence that you
were ever close and
poof, she’s gone.

a. You’ve been
asked, but never make
it all the way. Any
drama and you’re out—
for good.

b. Confront her so
you can bury the axe,
but also drop hints that
your own vault could
swing open at any time.
c. Put your phone
on Airplane mode
and blast Enya until the
anger dissipates.

4. Your pal just got
dumped. Your
reaction?
a. Pat yourself on
the back for distancing
yourself when she first
chose her boo over you.
b. Plan to call, but
check your texts first
to make sure she
reached out last time
you were feeling down.

c. Offer 24/7
phone support while
she passes through all
the stages of grief.

5. Which Real
Housewife
do you relate to
the most?
a. Teresa Guidice.
Not a single so-called
friend effs with you and
gets away with it.
b. Bethenny
Frankel. You call BS
when you see it and
only stick with peeps
who can handle
hearing the truth.
c. Yolanda Hadid.
Love and light solve
almost any problem.

THE BREAKDOWN
MOSTLY As

HAIR-TRIGGER
HOPPER
If someone wrongs you,
you’re done. It’s good to
protect yourself, but
reconsider your definition
of friendship before
kicking peeps to the
curb. Everyone makes
mistakes (even you!).
Give some second
chances—plenty of
people will prove worth
sticking with.

MOSTLY Bs

CONDITIONAL
COMPANY
You’re willing to let things
slide, but you have a
hard time forgetting
slights entirely. Sort out
major stuff that’s still
bugging you. But with
minor gripes, lose the
eye-for-an-eye
mentality—and turn your
relationships from
burdens into #Blessings.

MOSTLY Cs

LOYAL-AF
FRIEND
You stand by buds
through anything, even
at your own risk. That
devotion is a superstrength, but know when
to let go of a toxic
friendship—or one that’s
simply lost its spark.
Moving on will allow
you to channel more
energy into mutually
beneficial bonds.

By: HELEN ZOOK; Photograph: SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

Are You a Friend
Hopper?

ADVERTORIAL

(L-R) Monica Dogra,
Sanya Malhotra, and
Nikhat Zareen

The Adidas team at the event

DANCING UP A STORM
Adidas in collaboration with Lifestyle hosted a fun Zumba session at the
MGF Metropolis Mall, Gurugram.

(L-R) Monica Dogra, Sanya
Malhotra, and Nikhat Zareen

Who doesn’t love getting workout tips
and fitness inspo from the best in the
industry? Adidas recently launched at
Lifestyle and to celebrate the same,
they invited a bunch of women who
are always up for a fun workout
session with Dangal star Sanya
Malhotra, boxer Nikhat Zareen and
musician Monica Dogra. The event
kick-started with a Q&A session with
the trio who spilled their best-kept
fitness secrets and spoke about all
the things they’d #NeverDone. Did
you know that Sanya hated the
thought of working out before Dangal,
and now she just can’t get enough of
it? What followed was a squat
challenge to see who can do the
most under a minute. All three of
them managed to do 50, BTW! The
evening ended with a two-hour long
Zumba class by fitness expert
Shwetambari Shetty who showed us
all the tricks to get washboard abs.

Sean Van Wyk, Senior
Marketing Director,
Adidas India, with Viji
Mishra, Business Unit
Head, Adidas India

Sanya Malhotra and
Monica Dogra

Zumba class with
Shwetambari Shetty,
Monica Dogra, and
Nikhat Zareen

Boxer Nikhat Zareen

Fitness Expert
Shwetambari Shetty

Dangal actor
Sanya Malhotra

FASHION & BEAUTY

Photograph: YASHASVI SHARMA
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WHAT TO WEAR THIS VERY MINUTE

Hot right NOW...
ROSE-TINTED PARADISE

Eight brilliant ways you can style the most Instagrammable hue
of the season: pink.
ALL THAT GLISTENS
Actor Kriti Kharbanda shows us the coolest highlighter hacks
that’ll make you throw away half of your beauty stash.

FOR MORE GREAT STORIES, VISIT COSMO.IN
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CLEAN
Flashes of pure
white are having
a moment on and
off the runway. As
we get ready to
transition into a
new season, here’s
a sneak peek into
the worthy whites
of SS18—just in
time to cleanse
your closet of all
that black its
been seeing.
Photographs: Anai
Bharucha; Styling:
Amandeep Kaur

SLATE

Tulle dress, Archana Rao, `16,000;
printed sneakers with studs, Zara, `2,990;
sunglasses, Vogue Eyewear, `6,690

Tube panelled gown,
Samant Chauhan, `41,000;
pearl embellished denim
jacket, H&M, `3,999

Fringe detail shirt, 43188 by Shweta Kapur,
`11,344; cross-body
fanny pack, Charles &
Keith, `5,999; peep-toe
booties, Clarks, `7,999;
necklace, Accessorize,
`2,500

Fringed jacket and skirt, both Nikhita Tandon,
both price on request; sunglasses, Vogue
Eyewear `6,690

Satin slip dress,
Hunkemöller,
`3,295; bow shirt,
Scotch & Soda,
`9,190; studded
plimsolls, Vanilla
Moon, `6,990

Quilted jacket, Armani
Jeans at The Collective,
`26,000; culottes,
Adidas Originals,
`5,999

Button-down dress, Three,
`4,900; trousers, H&M,
`6,999; tailored blazer,
Cover Story, `2,990;
booties, Christian
Louboutin, price on
request; moon earrings,
Varnika Arora, `6,250

Photographer’s Agency: Faze Management; Make-Up: Akgun Manisali at Anima Creative Management; Model: Varsha at
Anima Creative Management; Fashion Intern: Neikimlhing and Riddhi Vartak; Location Courtesy: Anchaviyo Resort, Palghar,
Maharashtra; Production: Gravity Grace Production

Dress, Cher
Dreyer; choker,
Accessorize;
shoes, Fenty X
Puma

ROSETINTED
PARADISE
From millennial pink to cerise, the colour of the season
has a powerful presence—and a fun nature. Pick a
shade and use it as your secret style weapon.
Photographs: Niquita Bento; Styling: Cleo Marcopoulos

(This page)
Dress, Gavin
Rajah;
earrings,
Babette
(Facing page)
Bralette, H&M;
dress, Grace S
Choombie;
sunglasses,
Dolce &
Gabbana at
Luxottica

(This page)
Jumpsuit,
A-List; jacket,
Fagin
Hardine;
earrings,
Sophia Bali at
Butter
Jewellery;
shoes, Fenty
X Puma
(Facing page)
Top, Matte
Nolim; coat,
Zara; pants,
Babette;
earrings,
Accessorize;
shoes, Melina
at Europa Art
Shoes

(This page)
Blazer,
Topshop;
pants, Klûk
CGDT; bag,
Zara; shoes,
Fenty X Puma
(Facing page)
Dress, Sune
Snyman
Design;
jacket, Zara;
earrings,
H&M

Photographer’s Assistant: Torné Velk; Fashion Assistant: Clare Robertson; Fashion Interns: Amber Barker and Alessandra
Francescutti; Model: Francine at Fusion Model Management; Hair and Make-Up: Algria Ferreira (using M·A·C)
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BALMAIN

All That
Glistens

There’s nothing we love more than a product that can multi-task. Actor
Kriti Kharbanda shows us how to work the trusted highlighter in four
super-cool ways. Photographs: Nuno Oliveira; Text: Meghna Sharma

M·A·C
Extra
Dimension
Skinfinish
in Beaming
Blush,
`2,600

Sigma
Short
Shader
Brush,
`1,425
`

1. SHADOW PLAY

You can turn any regular eyeshadow into a sparkly one, thanks to the powers vested in a highlighter. To cop Kriti’s
look, start by applying foundation to even out the skin tone. Prep eyes with a matte nude eyeshadow, then swipe
on a black shade over it to create the smokey effect. Use a blending blush to apply a powder highlighter to the
centre of lids for a hint of shine. Finish up with mascara and a nude lipstick.
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Hair and Make-Up: TENZING KYIZOM
Styling: SAMAR RAJPUT

Shiseido
Shimmering
Eyeshadow
in Caviar,
`1,890

GIAMBATTISTA VALLI

Faces Canada
Pro Second
Skin Foundation
in Sand, `1,499

Makeup
Revolution
Ultra
Strobe
Cream,
`1,750

ISABEL MARANT

Seeking a lit-from-within glow? We
learnt this clever little trick from the
backstage pros! For a flawless finish,
simply mix liquid highlighter with
foundation in a ratio of 1:3—it’ll help
blend the product seamlessly. Also,
remember, the right shade of
highlighter leaves only a subtle shine
on the skin, rather than depositing
colour. If you’re fair skinned, go for a
silvery-pink one, golden tints work well
for olive skin and bronze for dark ones.

HEMANT & NANDITA

2. TOUCH
’N‘ GLOW

FOR MORE GREAT STORIES, VISIT COSMO.IN
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JASON WU

Cl q
Clinique
Lo g Last
Long
So t Matte
Soft
atte
Lip
Lipstick
in
Matte
Petal,,
`1,650
1,650
1,

NYX Born
To Glow
Liquid
Illuminator
in Sunbeam,
`850

ASHIMA LEENA

HEMANT & NANDITA

3. PLUMP
IT UP

FOR MORE GREAT STORIES, VISIT COSMO.IN

Want to fake a fuller pout? You don’t
need injections or to suck on a
bottle cap—just a bit of highlighter
can help you be a part of the Kylie
Jenner lip club. Apply lipstick and
dab a teeny bit of highlighter
(cream versions are easier to blend)
in the very centre of lips to give an
illusion of a fuller pout. Need
volume on top? Place some shimmy
right above the Cupid’s bow.

MARY KATRANTZOU
MARY KATRANTZOU

Bobbi Brown
Highlighting Powder in
Bronze Glow,, `3,400
3,400

4. THE
HIGH NOTE

ANUPAMA DAYAL

The main job of a highligter is to
accentuate your features and add
dimension to your face. To nail
this look, start by applying a
moisturiser followed by a matte
foundation. This will brighten and
lift your complexion. Then, using
a delicate brush, apply a powder
highlighter to the tops of your
cheekbones, across the Cupid’s,
and down the bridge of the nose.
Apply a couple of coats of
mascara and a hint of balm for a
natural lit-from-within look.

L’Oréal Paris
Volume Million
Lashes Mascara,
`895

T
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While
You Were
Sleeping

Think you can
get away with
under six hours
sleep a night
and still look
radiant? Think
again. Getting
your beauty
sleep is an
actual thing.
By Sally Hunwick

S

leep, and whether we are
getting enough, has become
a modern-day obsession.
But instead of tucking ourselves into
bed early to get the seven to eight
hours the experts recommend,
we’re slicing into our slumber in
order to squeeze in other, more
‘important’, things.
With stress at an all-time high,
workloads getting even heavier, and
total smartphone dependence the
norm, sleep seems the most obvious
part of our day to scrimp on. The
problem is, if we regularly cut into
our shut-eye, eventually we will pay
for it in the form of health issues
such as illness, depression, anxiety,
weight gain, infertility—or just not
being able to keep our eyes open
when 3pm rolls around.
“Sleep is vitally important to our
physical health,” says sleep expert
Dr Carmel Harrington. “Without it
we are susceptible to infections and
more likely to develop certain
cancers as well as heart disease and
type 2 diabetes. Obesity is also
linked to lack of shut-eye.”
Our skin is affected, too. “You
need sleep to rejuvenate your organs
such as your liver and heart,” says
functional wellness practitioner
Darren Cox. “If these aren’t at their
best, neither is your skin.”
It might seem as though our
complexion is doing a lot of nothing
while you sleep, but the wee hours is
actually when skin goes into damage
control after 16-hour (or more)
onslaught of UV, pollution, smoke,
smog and stress that’s thrown at it
during the day.
As well as being the body’s
opportunity to rest, repair and
restore, night-time—and your
bedroom—are also safe and clean
environments where “our skin is not
prone to any disruption or attack by
UV, pollution or repeated touch”,
FOR MORE GREAT STORIES, VISIT COSMO.IN

says Ultraceuticals Founder and
formulator Dr Geoffrey Heber.
“Products applied at night can act
uninterrupted.”
In order to rebuild itself, during
the night-time, the body suppresses
its release of cortisol (which protects
skin from free radicals throughout
the day) and boosts its release of
human growth hormone (or HGH)
to create the perfect environment
for collagen making and tissue
repair.
But if you regularly skip your Zs—
or toss and turn all night—cortisol
will kick in, causing those tissuerepairing growth hormones to call it
a night. Literally. “Not getting
enough sleep cuts that crucial repair
time short,” warns Dr Carmel.
“Sleeplessness increases night-time
cortisol levels, which increases the
production of [pimple and acnecausing] sebum.” The result, come
morning, is skin that’s not only tired,
but also inflamed, prone to
premature ageing and spots.
If you don’t feel as though you’re
getting enough pillow time, you’re
not alone. “Studies indicate one in
three people suffer a sleep problem
at some time in their lives,” says
Dr Carmel. “People either can’t get
to sleep or they have trouble staying
asleep,” adds Darren. “There are
obvious stressors like work and
relationships, which keep us from
falling asleep, while hidden
stressors, such as hormonal issues,
liver function, infections, blood
sugar and the environment of the
room, wake people up during the
night.” Designed to work with your
body’s natural rhythms and get
the most out of your beauty sleep,
more potent night-shift formulations
get to work during the small hours
when blood flow and cell turnover
are at their peak. All you need to do
is sleep.
JANUARY 2018 COSMOPOLITAN
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ON THE CLOCK
IT’S NOT ONLY HOW LONG YOU SLEEP THAT’S
IMPORTANT, BUT WHEN. HERE’S WHAT’S GOING ON AT
SKIN LEVEL WHILE YOU’RE SLEEPING...

9pm
This is the ‘evening phase’, where your skin gets
ready for sleep. Melatonin increases, boosting
our skin’s ability to repair itself, so make sure you
have your night-time products on by now.

10-11pm
You’re in light sleep now. Your heart rates slows
and blood flow increases, which oxygenates the
skin to deliver nutrients and rid it of toxic build-up.

11pm-12am
Your body is now in deep sleep phase, a key time
for your complexion as it’s when the body
suppresses the release of cortisol and
encourages the release of HGH to repair and
rebuild the skin.

12am-4am
Cell turnover is at its peak, increasing by up to
three times its usual rate. Skin also becomes
more permeable around about now, allowing
active ingredients to penetrate more effectively.

4am-6am
Repair of the skin continues more slowly, getting
ready for you to start the day.

6am-9am
Your skin is at its driest now. It’s also particularly
susceptible to UV light, so make sure you add
SPF before you head out the door for the day.

HYDRATING HEROES
WATER LOSS PEAKS AT NIGHT, SO ADDING AN EXTRA LAYER IS YOUR BEST
BET AGAINST DEHYDRATION.
Kiehl’s Midnight
Recovery Botanical
Cleansing Oil, `3,200

This cleanser will get
your skin prepped and
ready for night-time
replenishment.

SK-II Mid-Night Miracle
Essence,
strawberrynet.com,
`4,600

SkinCeuticals
Resveratrol B E,
strawberrynet.com,
`10,900

The Body Shops Oils
Of Life Intensely
Revitalising Facial Oil,
`3,095

Dosed with high levels
of yeast derivative
Pitera, this cooling
formula gives skin a
major moisture hit.

A powerful cocktail of
resveratrol, baicalin
and pure Vitamin E,
this gel neutralises
free radicals.
radical .

A concoction of 10
oils, this one works
on reviving and
revitalising
damaged skin.

Manuka Doctor
Replenishing Facial
Oil, lookfantastic.co.
in, `1,758

A layer of this oil under
your night cream will
have your skin looking
luminous by morning.

NIGHT
WORKERS

BEDTIME
STORIES...
FOR GROWN-UPS!
Calm (a meditation app) plays
Sleep Stories, roughly 30-minute
tales read by soothing voices.
The goal: to help you transition
from daily stimulation to a
state of Zen.

Night is the perfect time to enlist formulations
with ingredients that don’t love the light, like:

RETINOL

A derivative of Vitamin A,
retinol works on all skin
types, and is one of the only
ingredients proven to
reverse the signs of ageing.
Use it two or three nights a
week when you start out to
let your skin adjust a bit
more slowly. Try Dr. Brandt
2% Retinol Complex Serum,
amazon.com, `4,500.

AHAS & BHAS

Both AHAs (think glycolic,
lactic and mandelic acid),
and BHAs (hello, salicylic
acid) are the perfect
actives to apply at night.
AHAs ‘unglue’ dead skin
cells, while BHAs
‘de-gunk’ pores to leave
skin smoother and clearer
by morning. Try Drunk
Elephant T.L.C Framboos
Glycolic Night Serum,
amazon.com, `8,500.

ENZYMES

Able to boost the skin’s
natural skin renewal
cycle, enzymes are good
for eating up dead skin
cells during the night,
that is peak cell turnover
time. Try Elemis
Dynamic Resurfacing
Night Cream, `6,200.

HYALURONIC ACID

Able to hold over a
thousand times its weight
in water, hyaluronic acid
will give skin heavy doses
of hydration. Try Peter
Thomas Roth Water
Drench Hyaluronic Cloud
Serum, `3,600.

SILK PILLOWS
Less friction = less wrinkles.
Also, if you have acne-prone
skin, rejoice...as satin
pillowcases are gentle on
the skin, preventing
breakouts.

REST EASY WITH...
SCENT
Spritzing lavender on
your pillow or PJs will
help you drift off.
Try Forest Essentials
Tranquil Sleep, `850,
or Stress Relief, `850

CRYSTALS
Stash a few stones,
such as amethyst,
moonstone, or clear
quartz, under your
pillow to help you
relax, says Heather
Askinosie, coauthor
of Crystal Muse.

DARKNESS
Shutting out all
light will help you
get to sleep
more easily. Even
the tiniest of light
can disrupt
melatonin levels.

beauty

Greek Yogurt
Hydrating
Shampoo,
`1,280

Q

Is it true that yoghurt
can help promote
hair
air growth?

AIFW AW/2017-2018 HUEMN

A: Yup, it contains protein and B
vitamins,
amins, which strengthen hair and
promote
omote growth. Eat some, or try a
DIY
Y mask: all you need to do is mix a
tablespoon
blespoon of olive oil and lemon juice
in one cup yogurt, leave it on for 20
minutes,
inutes, and rinse off with lukewarm
water.
ater. Regular application will not just
ensure
nsure healthier hair, but also make it
smooth and shiny. If you’re not a DIYkinda girl, try this shampoo made with
Greek yoghurt instead.

Q

,

I have an
excessively
oily T-zone. Is there
a moisturiser that’ll
make my skin glow
without making it
super-oily.

,

BEAUTY

EXPERT
WE ANSWER A BUNCH OF YOUR BURNING
BEAUTY QUESTIONS.

Q

Work’s been madhectic off late, and
my skin is suffering. Any
quick fixes to fake a
well-rested face?

Bobbi Brown
Skin Foundation
Cushion
Compact SPF
35, `4,750
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Maybelline
lline
New
e York
I
Instant
Age
Rewind
e nd
Concealer,
`650

A: You need two things: a good
concealer and foundation, infused
with ingredients that can blur
imperfections instantly. Like this
Bobbi Brown cushion foundation—
it’s got caffeine and lychee extracts
that help energise tired skin and
leaves you flawless in seconds. As
for ’em bags under your eyes, try
Maybelline’s Age Rewind
Concealer. It’s formulated with goji
berry and haloxyl that instantly
erase dark circles and fine lines.
FOR MORE GREAT STORIES, VISIT COSMO.IN

Innisfree Super
Volcanic Clay
Mousse Mask,
`1,450

A: We hear you, combination
skin requires extra attention.
What you need is a clay
mask that can quell excess
oil from your T-zone and
refine pores. Try the
Innisfree Super Volcanic Clay
Mousse Mask, it absorbs
sebum and micro dust,
leaving you with brighter
skin. Also, try the GlamGlow
Volcasmic Matte Glow
Moisturizer, it’ll keep your
skin hydrated while keeping
oil production in check.

Q

I swear by
waterproof
make-up, but it’s a
b*tch to take off. How
can I make it easier?
A: Long-lasting make-up can
leave some serious stain on
your face. You need a gentle
make-up remover that lifts
away the residue and leaves
skin nourished. This one by
Garnier is infused with argan
oil—the micelles pull out any
traces of stubborn make-up
like magnet, and the oil in the
formula ensures that skin
doesn’t feel stretch-y after.

Garnier Skin
Naturals Micellar
Oil-Infused
Cleansing Water,
`225

beauty

L’Oréal Professionnel French Girl Hair
Tecni.Art French Froissé, `700

Maybelline X Gigi Hadid Limited Edition
Jetsetter Palette, `2,999

Trust supermodel Gigi Hadid to know the struggles
of long-haul flights...you end up looking like a
wreck, don’t you? But this all-rounder palette from
her limited edition collection with Maybelline has
everything you’d need to look photo-ready in a
flash. With two shades of concealers and lip
balms, four eyeshadows, a matte bronzer, blush
and highlighter, and mini-me version of the Volum’
Express The Colossal Mascara, there’s little that
this palette can’t fix.

Creating messy, tousled hair has never
been easier. Designed for thick hair,
this styling cream will give you textured
lengths with natural shine in no time.
Just apply it on slightly damp hair, braid
it, and dry off or run a straightener
over the plait—yes, it’s that simple!

Givenchy Eaudemoiselle de Givenchy
Essence des Palais EDP, price on request

2017 was the year when rose-y
fragrances really blossomed, but we’re
loving the dark, seductive turn this scent
has taken. At the heart, it’s still floral, but
laced with the warmth of leathery saffron,
mysterious whiffs of incense, and spicy
ginger notes. There’s also a trail of woody
patchouli, which unravels slowly, making
this fume truly bewitching.

LUST LIST
PRETTY STUFF WE’VE GOT OUR EYES ON THIS MONTH!

We have to admit
cushion foundation has
been our favourite
K-beauty export. But
Kiko Milano’s justlaunched liquid eyeliner
in sponge form has
become our new BFF.
With an ink-like finish, it
lets you draw both
thick or thin lines with
extreme precision—
perfect for creating
this season’s extreme,
graphic eyes.
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Sephora Collection
Luminizer To Go in Miss
Sunshine, `1,250

With many a stick
highlighter in market, this
one shines bright because
of its amazing cream-topowder formula. Available
in two pearlescent shades,
it naturally reflects shine
from the high points of
one’s face (thanks to the
tiny specks of shimmer) to
boost radiance. The best
part: you can build
coverage depending on
whether you’re out in the
day or going for a night
about town.
FOR MORE GREAT STORIES, VISIT COSMO.IN

By: MEGHNA SHARMA

Kiko Milano Asian
Touch Cushion
Eyeliner, `900

ADVERTORIAL

THE
PICK
OF THE
MONTH

Looking to refresh your wardrobe? Take cues
from these three influencers, who picked out
their favourite pieces from amazon.in.

Cotton
jacket, Gap,
`3,599

Sporty
leggings,
Adidas
Originals,
`2,519
Sweatshirt
dress,
Adidas
Originals,
`2,799

Kanika Goyal

Fashion Designer
Athleisure is more than a trend now...it’s a movement that isn’t going to fade
away anytime soon. And why should it, when you can look stylish and be
comfortable at the same time! The Adidas Originals sweatshirt dress and
leggings (picked by designer Kanika Goyal) and the New Balance sneakers
that blogger Pallavi Ruhail chose are the three pillars of a cool yet edgy
sporty-chic look. If you want to snag any of these, log onto amazon.in RN.

Sneakers,
New Balance,
`5,499

Mitali Wadhwa

Co-Founder, The
Pink Post Inc.

Are you a girlie girl? Then
these dresses by Rheson and
Pankaj & Nidhi will definitely
steal your heart. You can go all
out and wear them with ultrafeminie heels or toughen up
the look a little by pairing them
with brogues. Mitali Wadhwa,
the Co-Founder of The Pink
Post Inc., also picked out this
khaki jacket, which is one
versatile piece. Throw it over
your jeans-and tee combo or
even a plain dress to spruce
up a basic outfit.

Vintage
dress,
Rheson,
`1,799

Off-shoulder
dress,
Pankaj &
Nidhi,
`17,900

Pallavi Ruhail

Fashion and Lifestyle Blogger
Accessories aren’t the extras
anymore. They hold the
power to make or break a
look. Blogger Pallavi Ruhail
picked out this beauty from
amazon.in, and it should
definitely make it to your
’drobe. Plus pastels are just
so hot right now!
Multi-colour dial
watch, Juicy
Couture, price on
request

LIFESTYLIST
IT’S OUR JOB TO KEEP YOU INSPIRED

M·A·C
MA
Retro
Re
Matte
M t
Lipstick
Lip t
in Ruby
Ru y
Woo,
W o
`1
1,500
500

Faux fur
coat,
Anna Sui,
stylebop.
com,
`50,300

PARIS
Masoom Minawala, missstylefiesta.com

“Paris, hands down, is my favourite place in the world. Since it’s such a stylish
city, my suitcase is always overflowing with stuff, but I use this app called
Snupps, which turns packing into a 10-minute job! My travel must-haves
include a pair of boyfriend jeans, my Anna Sui coat, and mules. For skincare,
I love Kiehl’s Ultra Facial Moisturizer and Estée Lauder Advanced Night
Repair Cream; and my make-up bag is always armed with the Bobbi Brown
concealer and M·A·C’s Big & Bold Lash Mascara and Ruby Woo lipstick. Every
time I’m in Paris, there are certain spots that I must hit: Colette (it’s great for
shopping), Costes Hotel for some celeb spotting, Ferdi for the best mac and
cheese in the world, and a cute cafes and restaurants that I come across. As for
historical sites, the Louvre, Palais-Royal and Trocadéro top my list.”
Ferdi
(top)
and Le
Consulat
(right)

Bloggers
On Board

Planning your next vacay? Six jetsetting Insta stars let us
in on their favourite destinations, their secret hideouts,
and what’s in their suitcase. By Meghna Sharma
000
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Top Of The Rock
Observation
Deck

NEW YORK

Cecconi's
Dumbo

Maybelline
Dream Touch
Blush in Pink,
`425

Malini Agarwal, missmalini.com

“New York is the most effervescent city in the world. There are a hundred
different ways to fill your day—from broadway to underground bars to
comedy clubs and art festivals. My favourite places include the Top Of
The Rock Observation Deck, definitely Dumbo (a trendy neighbourhood
in Brooklyn)... There’s this restaurant called Cecconi, it has yummy food
Metal frame
and a beautiful view, oh and, Patisserie Chanson for delicious pastries and sunglasses,
coffee. The city also has amazing cafes and rooftop bars; it’s difficult to
Charles &
pick one. As for my go-to look, it’s always a mix of athleisure and evening- Keith, `6,499
chic—I always carry dresses, sneakers, baseball cap, aviators, and a crossbody bag. I plan my outfits in advance and take one day and night look
each; and opt for dewy make-up with just a hint of blush. ”
Katz
Delicatessen

NEW YORK
Shereen Sikka,
loveandotherbugs.com

Puffer
jacket,
Puma,
`10,600

Maybelline New
York Creamy
Matte Nude in
Almond Rose
Rose,
``500

“No matter how many times I go to
New York (and I’ve been there four
times in the past year), there’s always
something new to see and do. The
greatest thing about the city is that it’s
just so alive 24/7; and you can be as
dressed up or casual as you want. Since
you need to walk a lot in the city, I like
to dress comfortably—my go-to look is
a pair of jeans with a basic tee and a
denim jacket/trench coat. I switch it up
with a puffer jacket for night. For
make-up, I stick to a nude/peach
lipstick. I know everyone likes to talk
about the tourist spots, but I’m a pizza
junkie, so I’m always on the lookout for
a place that makes good pizza. So far,
some of the best spots I’ve been to are
Prince Street Pizza, Lombardi’s
Pizzeria, Emporio, Russ and
Daughters, and Katz Delicatessen.”
JANUARY 2018 COSMOPOLITAN
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Hollywood
Boulevard
Avène
Very High
Protection
Cream
SPF 50+,
`1,570

Old Skool
Shoes, Vans,
`3,500

LOS ANGELES
Santoshi Shetty, thestyledge.com

“I love, love Los Angeles—it has a different vibe altogether. I literally
didn’t use any filters on my pictures while I was there because that city is
so beautiful. The weather’s also great, which motivated to me work out.
There are some crazy hiking sites, Runyon Canyon being my favourite.
The vibe of the city is so chilled out that it doesn’t matter what you wear;
it helped me experiment a lot with my look—both style and beauty. But
the one thing you must always keep in handy is a sunscreen, and a strong
one! When I’m in LA, I literally can’t stop Instagramming, there are so
many cool places— the iconic Hollywood sign, the super-cute cafes in
Melrose, Beverly Hills, Hollywood Walk of Fame...the list is endless.”

Rodeo
Drive

LONDON
Aashna Shroff,
thesnobjournal.com

Multi-coloured
jumper, Scotch
& Soda,
`10,300

Carnaby Street

Big Ben
Clinique
Moisture Surge
Extended Thirst
Relief, `2,050

000

COS O O
COSMOPOLITAN
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FOR
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“London has my heart! I’ve lived there a
while as I was studying, and there’s nothing
that I don’t love about the city. Given
London’s unpredictable weather, my go-to
#OOTD is usually a lightweight jumper
with a pair of skinny jeans and ankle boots.
If I’m headed for a night-out, I usually go
for a jumper dress with OTK boots. I try
and pack versatile pieces that can be mixed
and matched to create different looks; and
my must-haves include a trench in a
neutral colour and comfy boots, as you
need to walk...a lot! My make-up bag
always has the Clinique Moisture Surge
cream, M·A·C Pro Longwear Concealer,
Urban Decay Lipstick in Carnal, and Estée
Lauder Makeup Setting Spray. As for my
favourite spots in the city: I never miss the
Big Ben (the area around it is just
beautiful), and oh, Shoreditch and
Carnaby Street has some really cute cafes!”

La Digue
Island

SEYCHELLES

Mitali Sagar and
Summiyya Patni,
houseofmisu.
wordpress.com

“Currently, we’re both in love with
Seychelles. Packing was the easiest:
since you’d constantly want to jump
into the ocean, we took along
tonnes of swimsuits and beach
dresses. If you need to glam up,
take versatile pieces so you can
create different looks. Jewellery
and scarves are our must-haves; a
great way to lift up an outfit without
much effort. When it comes to
make-up, less is more. Load up on
the sunscreen, and go for a light
cheek and lip tint and some
waterproof mascara; and beach hair
is unavoidable! When there, you
must go to the La Digue Island (it’s
one of the most photographed
beaches in the world), Fond
Ferdinand for the most gorgeous
view after a hike, Saint Pierre for
snorkelling, and Beau Vallon if
you’re into water sports—every
second there is #InstaWorthy.” n

Saint
Pierre

Benefit
Benetint Rose
Tinted Cheek
And Lip
Stain, `2,380

Body wrap onepiece swimsuit,
Pink by Victoria's
Secret, `5,175
FOR MORE GREAT STORIES, VISIT COSMO.IN
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COSMO PARTIES!

READY TO
RECRAFT?
Here’s the lowdown of what went down at
the Cosmo X Jabong DIY lunch for Lavie.

Malvika Gupta and
Charuta Yadav

Cosmo Ed
Nandini
Bhalla

W

ho doesn’t love personalised goodies? Answer: everyone! That’s
why when we collaborated with jabong.com to showcase their
range of Lavie bags, we decided to take the DIY route. The
luncheon saw some of our favourite bloggers in attendance, putting their
DIY skills to good use. Each guest picked up a Lavie bag of their choice
from the brand’s latest collection, available at jabong.com, to personalise
with a kit curated by Cosmo. From their initials to cool patches, fabric
paint and glitter, this DIY sesh allowed them to explore their creativity, and
turn the bag into something unique. That along with a scrumptious Italian
spread, complete with spaghetti, lasagna and tiramusu, the afternoon was
one art-and-crafts class worthy of several gorgeous flatlays on the ’Gram.

Lavie’s latest
collection,
available at
jabong.com

Mili Agarwal

Malvika Rallan

Pallavi Ruhail and
Aien Jamir DIY-ing
their Lavie bags

Urvashi Kumar

The DIY-ed Lavie Bags

Zina Singh and
Zoya Singh

Himanshi Goel

Pupul Pachauri

Mahima Agarwal
and Mehak Sharma

Anand
Bhushan
checking out
the new range
of Lacoste
watches

Shivan Bhatiya and Narresh Kukreja

COSMO PARTIES!

Gautam Seth, Cosmo Ed Nandini
Bhalla, and Prateek Jain

TIME ON!
Cosmo, in association with jabong.com,
hosted a cocktail soirée to celebrate
Lacoste’s new range of timepieces.

T

Lacoste’s
latest range,
available
exclusively on
jabong.com

(L-R) Neha Ramabhadran, Nupur Mehta Puri,
Vivek Ramabhadran, and Gaurav Jai Gupta

(L-R) Dhruv Kapoor, Pranav
Misra, and Shyma Shetty

Nida
Mahmood

iming is really important, and when
Lacoste decided to launch its new
range of watches exclusively on
jabong.com, (one of our favourite online
shopping destinations), we wanted to be
the first to break the news. So we invited
a select smattering of city’s style-conscious
lot to preview the sporty-chic range. Our
guests styled their outfits around their
watches, adding their own unique brand
of cool to the look. Keeping in mind the
sporty range, we created personalised visors
for each guests—and you can imagine
the Boomerangs that went down (our
#InstaFeed was on!). With flutes of bubbly
and hors d’oeuvres in tow, this ’do was one
for the books.

Hararthi
Reddy

Abhishek
Paatni

(L-R) Anupama Dayal, Deepti
Jakhar, and Taruna Seth

Sharnamli Mehra Adhar
and Mitali Wadhwa

Bahaar Dhawan
Rohatgi

Mandira
Wirk

astro special

Bedside Astrol
By Aurora Tower | @auroraastro

C A PR I CO R N

AQ UA R I U S

22.12–19.01

20.01–18.02

Preity
Zinta

Rihanna
Kalki
Koechlin

Deepika
Padukone

Kate
Middleton

LIFECAST

Shakira

LIFECAST

Truth: the harder you work, the luckier you get. With your
ruler, disciplined Saturn, in your sign all year, you’re totally
in the zone. Sweet dreams meet reality as long as you stay
focused. In May, look out for a big new project that will
get you noticed by August. Don’t be modest—sing out
your accomplishments and you’ll have a chorus backing
you up when you try to hit the high notes. Teamwork will
make your fantasies werk—and Bring. All. The. Fun.
SUCCESS DAYS 17/03, 06/08, 12/12

Let’s recap your 2017 season. At the finale, events helped
you value connection and honest communication in your
relationships. Now, bring that into your professional life.
Engaging with co-workers will open new doors for you.
From May 15th until November 6th, your ruler, visionary
Uranus, will be in your zone of home and family. This sets
the tone for your next chapter, be it a big move or brilliant
new project. Compromise is key to making the ‘Could it
be?’ come true, so stay open-minded.
SUCCESS DAYS 31/03, 15/05, 11/09

LOVECAST

LOVECAST

Buckle up, ’coz now is the time to commit. No need to
plan something grand—believe it or not, small gestures
and personal touches are key. A steamy escape (or
staycation!) is best staged in February or March, your
hottest months for love. By May, you’ll know if it’s the
real deal. Look for someone who complements your
kookiest quirks and habits—with so much going on at
work, you’ll be craving quality couch time.

Kiss singledom goodbye (if you haven’t already). As
summer heats up, so will your love life, intensifying
things if you have a beau and getting them going if you’re
still looking. Cupid could strike as soon as birthday
season! Know what works for you, but stay open to good
surprises. If you feel stuck, go on a spontaneous trip—
April and October are good times to get away.

SEXY DAYS 31/03, 19/05, 12/09

SEXY DAYS 24/04, 13/06, 11/08
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oger

Have the stars aligned for a 2018 to remember? All
signs point to yes. Go ahead, see what’s in store...

PI S C E S

ARIES

19.02–20.03

21.03–19.04
Victoria
Justice

Maisie
Williams
Eva
Mendes

Shay
Mitchell

Alia
Bhatt

LIFECAST

Kangana
Ranaut

LIFECAST

You often fly solo, but it’s time to be a social bird. You can
link up without losing that independent spirit! Be honest
about what you want, and find people who support your
desires. That way, you’ll have a good crew to catch you if
you hit some branches on your way to the top. Use the lifts
you’ll get in February and May to stay on track all year.
SUCCESS DAYS 10/02, 22/06, 15/11

Watch out, world—you’ve got your eyes on the prize
and you won’t let anything get in the way. Basically,
don’t get discouraged, stay task-focused, and you’ll slay
so hard that Katy Perry could sing an inspirational
anthem about you. Staying healthy, eating non-crap,
and exercising will make you invincible. Things will heat
up with an exciting opportunity in August, bringing
everything together by November.
SUCCESS DAYS 17/03, 15/05, 27/08

LOVECAST
Silly flirtations simply don’t cut it for you anymore—
now it’s about finding something long-term. Just don’t
let past relationships eff up a connection with potential.
Let go of issues from your past, and start anew with
someone who’s passionate and reliable enough to ride
out any challenges. You’ll feel extra blessed to have a
partner who comes through when it counts. If you start
to catch feels, May, September, and November are the
best months to take your romance to the next level.

Just ’coz you work hard doesn’t mean you can’t get busy.
The thrill of romance isn’t enough—you need reliability.
Someone different from you could surprise (and
delight) you in March or June. Warning: if you develop
a work crush this summer, consider the side effects
before diving in. Your instincts are key this year, so if it
feels forced...move along.

SEXY DAYS 19/05, 10/07, 09/09

SEXY DAYS 13/06, 06/08, 08/10

LOVECAST

FOR MORE GREAT STORIES, VISIT COSMO.IN
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TAU R U S

GEMINI

20.04–21.05

22.05–20.06

Anushka
Sharma

Gigi
Hadid

Lucy
Hale

Adele

LIFECAST

LIFECAST

Flexibility is key. You like being in control, but this
year, going with the flow will work in your favour.
Instead of setting rigid expectations, embrace ideas
that come to you in the moment. You’ll be especially
busy at work in March, but come May, an epiphany
may bring a new way of doing things. In June, you’ll
want to roam and try new things. By August, you’ll
settle down at home to focus on your fam and
well-being.
SUCCESS DAYS 18/01, 16/05, 02/12

LOVECAST

Sonam
Kapoor

Girl, it’s go time. If you act on one of those big
ideas you’ve come up with, you’ll reap major
long-term rewards. You’re gonna need good
people around you to get things going, so put
some effort into networking. (Yes, we’re telling
you to have drinks or coffee with new
connections. Such hardship!) Thanks to hella
momentum at the start of the year, recognition
will come in June and July—watch your earning
potential skyrocket! By October, a fun new
phase will send you blazing full steam ahead.
SUCCESS DAYS 10/02, 13/06, 16/11

Practice patience! Your love life may feel like an
uphill battle, but it’s worth the climb. If you’re in
a relationship, remember that compromise isn’t
always a bad thing. Single? Someone of
substance is on the horizon. Sparks in April will
keep you stepping, but you’ll really hit your
stride in the second half of the year. The key is
finding a way to let your vulnerability show when
you’re with the person you care about. If you
open up, his walls may come tumbling down too.
By October, the leaves won’t be the only thing
falling. Autumn is your season of love.

This is your year for love—trust. February is
on-brand romantic, but in April, a surprising
development will send your heart aflutter.
Look out for someone as imaginative and
adventurous as you. If you’re coupled up, a
getaway will leave you stronger than ever. If
not, it’s still a good time to travel—you might
just find something that’s more keeper than
keepsake. Be honest and have fun, ’coz it
looks like the long haul for you two.

SEXY DAYS 31/03, 10/07, 09/09

SEXY DAYS 24/04, 06/08, 09/11
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Angeline
Jolie

C A NC E R

L EO

21.06–22.07

23.07–22.08

Cara
Delevingne

Selena
Gomez

Priyanka
Chopra

Khloe
Kardashian

LIFECAST

Kriti
Sanon

Kylie
Jenner

LIFECAST

2018 might not start off like a raging party, but hang on
just a little bit longer—all that adulting will bring epic
results...oh-so-soon. Switch to game-on mode: sleeping,
eating, and being as focused and responsible as befits
your grown-*ss self. That means fighting for your vision
at work and in April, asking for a raise. By December,
we promise you’ll get all the praise. A restorative home
that feels in-line with the big life you’re building will be
a boon, so feather your nest if you can.

You Leo ladies are so fierce, you’re basically the
Wonder Women of the zodiac. This year, lots of new
ventures will play to your awesomeness. Don’t waste
time—lay the groundwork for triumph this winter.
That might mean long hours working behind the
scenes, but at the end of all that effort, big
opportunities will put you in the spotlight. Come
August, everyone will see the superhero you are. By
mid-year, flex your social skills to grow your circle.

SUCCESS DAYS 15/04, 05/07, 07/11

SUCCESS DAYS 31/03, 11/08, 02/12

LOVECAST

LOVECAST

Soon you’ll be the heart-eye emoji IRL.
This summer is rife with romance, especially in June.
By September, if you don’t already have a cuddle
buddy, you might start warming up to a potential SO.
This is the time for someone thoughtful and
considerate who will pay attention and get you. Your
intuition and emotions are both at an all-time high, so
listen to your gut and go for it. And with the rest of
your life getting serious, let yourself relax and be
playful with your boo.

Your personal life will be an absolute priority at the
beginning of the New Year—especially when a new
love interest walks into your universe in January or
February. By June, you’ll have entered peak
honeymoon stage, and you may decide to take things
to the next level by November. Stay super
communicative so neither of you sets unrealistic
expectations, and get comfortable compromising once
in a while—never your favourite thing to do, but a
terribly important one!

SEXY DAYS 19/05, 09/09, 02/12

SEXY DAYS 18/01, 14/06, 11/09
FOR MORE GREAT STORIES, VISIT COSMO.IN
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V I RG O

LIBR A

23.08–22.09

23.09–22.10

Salma
Hayek

Malaika
Arora

Kareena
Kapoor
Khan

LIFECAST

Bella
Hadid

Freida
Pinto

Kim
Kardashian

LIFECAST

Breaking news! This is the year you learn to put your
needs first. You’re going into 2018 needing some time
for self-care and reflection, so find a way to give
yourself that space by leaning more on your team,
both at work and with friends and family. Seeing
everyone come through for you will feel great—you
just need to give them the chance. A career shake-up
in April could set you on a new path that’ll bring
everyone together to cheer for you and your success in
September.

You pull off focus and flexibility with So. Much.
Ease. And you know exactly what you want. Some
awesome job opps will open up, but just ’coz they’re
not what you expected, doesn’t mean you should
automatically pass. February brings new beginnings,
and a meeting in May will yield an aha moment.
Resist distractions in July, when you’ll be at your
most productive. Then, let your focus shift home
come August for lots of cozy QT with loved ones.
SUCCESS DAYS 16/05, 12/07, 16/11

SUCCESS DAYS 13/06, 09/09, 09/11

LOVECAST

LOVECAST
The love bug will bite when you least expect it. In
January, you and your boo will be in sync in more
ways than one (read: a whole lotta sexy time). But
make yourselves leave the cocoon once in a while—
time with friends will only intensify your connection.
If you’re still buzzing around on your own in July, one
of your most alluring moments of the year, a super
sweet suitor might capture your heart. You’ll be
tempted to keep things on the DL, but just be sure
your other half is feeling the secret.

You’ve always been a social butterfly, but now
your charm is extra irresistible. Your love
forecast for the first half of the year is smoking
hot. If you keep things lighthearted in June,
August could bring something serious. More
than one of your major relationships could
reach a turning point, so keep your priorities
in check. When your nurturing side shines
through in October, make sure whoever you’re
with values snuggle time as much as a big
night out.

SEXY DAYS 10/02, 10/07, 22/12

SEXY DAYS 18/01, 06/03, 06/08
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S CO R PI O

S AG I T TA R I U S

23.10–21.11

Aishwarya Rai
Bachchan

Kendall
Jenner

22.11–21.12

Anne
Hathaway

Mylie
Cyrus

LIFECAST

Ashley
Benson

Chrissy
Teigen

LIFECAST

Better grab an umbrella, because you are making it R-AI-N! Between now and November 9th, Jupiter, the planet
of good luck, is in your sign. So take big risks—you’ll gain a
whole new perspective and a stellar list of
accomplishments. You know what you want, so don’t get
distracted! You’ll be surprised at how fast things can move.
Big news in January will help develop a game plan. A
shake-up in April will straighten out any hang-ups. By
summer, business will be cruising for you to take an epic
bow in August.
SUCCESS DAYS 13/06, 11/08, 07/11

Your forecast looks fun AF. Focus on forming
new bonds and making spontaneous weekend
trips—both will have you smiling big-time. If
you’ve been thinking about starting a project,
something in communications or writingbased will bring the big bucks. You’ll start
crushing it in July, and by Autumn, the
rewards will roll in. Use your new funds to
upgrade your home or wardrobe. You’re
tuned in to what’s right for you now, and that
just might mean a new look!
SUCCESS DAYS 10/07, 23/08, 09/11

LOVECAST

LOVECAST

Quit being coy—if you have love on the brain, go for it.
Whatever you take on now will go the distance, so don’t
waste time with meaningless flings. Set your sights on
someone you are super-serious about. Remember, the
right Romeo needs to make you swoon on date night and
in the great outdoors. Let romance blossom with a sexy
slip out of town in March or May. If you’re still a free agent
by Autumn, a harmless flirtation could turn into a fullblown office romance in November. Don’t underestimate
how intimidating your incredibleness may be—it might
take the boy a minute to get the courage to man up!

The more you listen, the more you’re going to
be heard. If you’ve got a guy, don’t drag him
along to plans he’s not hyped on, and vice
versa. Instead, spend time together doing
what lights both your fires! Single? Focus on
your social life and a friend of a friend could
turn into so much more. Your perfect match
will be a fun lover like you. Romance is in the
air come spring, so plan a June getaway if you
want to lock things down.

SEXY DAYS 2/10, 3/31, 12/2

SEXY DAYS 06/03, 24/04, 13/06
FOR MORE GREAT STORIES, VISIT COSMO.IN
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ON THE COVER
H&M— Ambience Mall, Vasant Kunj,
New Delhi. Essé— www.
essedesignstudio.com. Marks &
Spencer— DLF Promenade Mall,
Vasant Kunj, New Delhi. Amrapali—
39/39A, Khan Market, New Delhi.

FASHION
431-88 by Shweta Kapur— www.
perniaspopupshop.com.
Accessorize— Ambience Mall, Vasant
Kunj, New Delhi. Adidas Originals—
DLF Mall Of India, Noida, UP. Aldo—
DLF Mall Of India, Noida, UP. Archana
Rao— www.archanaraolabel.com
Armani Jeans at The Collective—
Ambience Mall, Vasant Kunj, New Delhi.
Asos— www.asos.com. BCBG Max
Azria— DLF Emporio Mall, Vasant
Kunj, New Delhi. Charles & Keith—
DLF Promenade Mall, Vasant Kunj, New
Delhi. Christian Dior— DLF Emporio
Mall, Vasant Kunj, New Delhi. Christian
Louboutin— DLF Emporio Mall, Vasant
Kunj, New Delhi. Clarks— DLF Mall of
India, Noida, UP. Coccinelle— www.
luxury.tatacliq.com. Cover Story—
DLF Promenade Mall, Vasant Kunj, New
Delhi. DKNY— DLF Mall of India,
Noida, UP. Doodlage— F-323 A, 2nd
Floor, Kumharo Wali Gali, Lado Sarai,
New Delhi. Dorothy Perkins— www.
jabong.com. Duet luxury— www.
duetluxury.com. Dune— Ambience
Mall, Vasant Kunj, New Delhi. Eina
Ahluwalia X Swarovski— www.
perniaspopupshop.com. Fendi— DLF
Emporio Mall, Vasant Kunj, New Delhi.
Flat N Heels— www.limeroad.com.
Forever New— DLF Mall Of India,
Noida, UP. Huemn— Westend Marg,
Saiyad Ul Ajaib, Sainik Farms, New
Delhi. Hunkemöller— DLF Promenade
Mall, Vasant Kunj, New Delhi. Isharya
X Swarovski— www.isharya.com.
Jimmy Choo— DLF Emporio Mall,
Vasant Kunj, New Delhi. Juicy
Couture— DLF Promenade Mall,
Vasant Kunj, New Delhi. Kate Spade—
DLF Emporio Mall, Vasant Kunj, New
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Delhi. Kielz— www.jabong.com. Kurt
Geiger— DLF Emporio Mall, Vasant
Kunj, New Delhi. La Senza— Select
Citywalk Mall, Saket, New Delhi. La
Perla— DLF Emporio Mall, Vasant Kunj,
New Delhi. Mango— DLF Promenade
Mall, Vasant Kunj, New Delhi. Massimo
Dutti— Select Citywalk, Saket, New
Delhi. McQ by Alexander
McQueen— The Collective, Ambience
Mall, Vasant Kunj, New Delhi. Missoni—
DLF Emporio Mall, Vasant Kunj, New
Delhi. Miu Miu— www.net-a-porter.
com. Myriad Activewear— www.
myriadactivewear.com. Next— Select
Citywalk, Saket, New Delhi. Nikhita
Tandon— D-24, 3rd Floor, Defence
Colony, New Delhi. Origami Lily—
www.koovs.com. Outhouse— A-144,
Meharchand Market, Lodi Colony, New
Delhi. Pernia Qureshi X Swarovski—
www.perniaspopupshop.com. Prada—
www.matchesfashion.com. Ray
Ban— www.jabong.com. Salvatore
Ferragamo— DLF Emporio Mall,
Vasant Kunj, New Delhi. Samant
Chauhan— 417, 2nd Floor,
Shahpurjat, New Delhi. Samatvam by
Anjali Bhaskar— www.
perniaspopupshop.com. Sameer
Madan— 6/655, Faiz Road, Karol
Bagh, New Delhi. Scotch & Soda—
DLF Mall of India, Noida, UP. Siddartha
Tytler— 6/4, 1st Floor, Kutub
Boulevard, New Delhi. Swiss Eagle—
Helios-The Watch Store, Great India
Place, Noida, UP. Ted Baker— The
Collective, Ambience Mall, New Delhi.
Kunj, New Delhi. Three— F-344/2, 2nd
Floor, New Delhi. Topshop— www.
topshop.com. Vanilla Moon— DLF
Emporio Mall, Vasant Kunj, New Delhi.
Varnika Arora— www.
perniaspopupshop.com.Vogue
Eyewear— Sunglass Hut, DLF Mall Of
India, Noida, UP. Zara— Select Citywalk
Mall, Saket, New Delhi.

BEAUTY
Avené— www.nykaa.com.
Bioderma— www.nykaa.com. Bobbi
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Brown— Select Citywalk, Saket, New
Delhi. Clarins— Shopper’s Stop,
Ambience Mall, Vasant Kunj, New Delhi.
Clinique— Select Citywalk, Saket,
New Delhi. Colorbar— DLF
Promenade, Vasant Kunj, New Delhi.
Elemis— www.nykaa.com. Elizabeth
Arden— www.nykaa.com. Esteé
Lauder— Select Citywalk, Saket, New
Delhi. Faces Canada— www.nykaa.
com. Forest Essentials— DLF Mall Of
India, Noida, UP. Garnier— Available at
all leading beauty outlets nationwide.
Givenchy at Sephora— Select
Citywalk, Saket, New Delhi.
GlamGlow— www.nykaa.com.
Guerlain— www.strawberrynet.com.
Innisfree— Select Citywalk, Saket,
New Delhi. Jhelum Loves— www.
instamojo.com. Kama Ayurveda—
DLF Mall of India, Noida, UP. Kaya—
Ambience Mall, Vasant Kunj, New Delhi.
Kiehl’s— Ambience Mall, Vasant Kunj,
New Delhi. Kiko Milano— DLF Mall of
India, Noida, UP. Lakmé— Available at
all leading beauty outlets nationwide.
Lancôme— www.strawberrynet.com.
L’Occitane— DLF Mall of India, Noida,
UP. L’Oréal Paris— Available at all
leading beauty outlets nationwide.
L’Oréal Professionnel— Available at
all leading beauty outlets nationwide.
M·A·C— Select Citywalk, Saket, New
Delhi. Marc Jacobs Beauty— www.
sephora.com. Maybelline— Available
at all leading beauty outlets nationwide.
Natio— www.nykaa.com. Nivea—
Available at all leading beauty outlets
nationwide. NYX Professional— Logix
City Centre Mall, Noida, UP. O.P.I.—
www.nykaa.com. Plum— www.nykaa.
com. Pond’s— Available at all leading
beauty outlets nationwide. Sephora—
Select Citywalk, Saket, New Delhi.
Shiseido— Shopper’s Stop, Ambience
Mall, Vasant Kunj, New Delhi.
Smashbox Cosmetics— DLF
Promenade, Vasant Kunj, New Delhi.
The Body Shop— Select Citywalk,
Saket, New Delhi. Toni&Guy— Main
n
Market, GK-2, New Delhi.

last word

HEY, SPARKLES!

Thorax Trio
Earrings, Outhouse,
`22,500

Flower
Earrings,
Pernia
Qureshi X
Swarovski,
`6,000

Starburst
Earrings, Eina
Ahluwalia X
Swarovski,
`3,150

Mixed Metal
Earrings, Isharya
X Swarovski,
`6,250
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That’s what they’ll say if you pick up one of these statement party-girl
earrings. Next step, race to the dance floor.

